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Abstract 

field of coastal mana~emeht in South 

and are constructed by are in transition. 

the discourses which construct 

from a history a narrow 

scientific approach with goals related mainly to environmental conservation, coastal 

manage~ent has in 1 990s become far broader and more orientated towards socio-

economic development. This forms part of a wider transition in the social practice 

environmental under South new democratic goven,unent, which 

environmental goals have begun to be pursued in the context of broader social 

ec<me,mllC aims. This mini-thesis explores the shift which has occurred coastal 

management policy and practice over the past decade, analysing representative samples 

of the discourse of coastal management policy. use of a critical approach 

..... A"'.'"'V ... 'A"''''' analysis enables an of the power ideological 

forces play, both within the policy discourses and in the broader social practices of 

coastal management and policy formulation of which they are a part. 
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discourse: 

a discourse: 

discourse practice(s): 

discursive practice: 

discursive event: 

discursive formation: 

genre: 

interdiscursivity: 

order of discourse: 

social practice: 

text: 

Glossary of key terms 

language use conceived as social practice 

a way of signifYing experience 
perspective 

a particular 

general practices of particular institutions, organisations 
societies in relation to discourse 

the production, distribution consumption of a 
(middle layer of Fairclough's framework) 

instance oflanguage use (analysed as text, discursive 
practice and social practice) 

the rules [onnation which detennine of rules 
which at a given period and fora given society the 
limits fonn of the sayable 

use of language associated with a particular social ",,.,Tn,,,",,, 

the constitution of a from diverse discourses 

totality of discursive practices of an institution, and 
"'Ul.UVI.l" between them 

activity the social! cultural! economic! political realm, 
as expressed . discursive events (outer layer of 
framework) 

the written or spoken language produced a du;curSl' 
event (inner layer of framework) 
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Chapter 1 

Uitroduction to the topic 

mini-thesis will explore U.l"',\. .... IIUJ change in the fonnulation of 

management policy in Africa. I willuse critical analysis to explore and 

contrast the two major examples coastal management policy South Africa. 

sample isA Policy for Coastal Zone Management in the Republic of South 

(Parts J and 2), 1989 - 1991 towards the of the apartheid era by the 

government-sponsored for the The document is the 

Coastal Policy Green Paper: Towards Sustainable Coastal 

Africa, published by the Department of Environmental Affairs 

Y"'<V/'/I'nC;I'" in South 

of the 

newly"" ...... ""."' ..... democratic government in 1998. Both of policy documents, and the 

uU,JuaL,lUU process policy, a conscious and .... AIJ ......... educational goal, 

which means that they can be as practices 

On~arJllse:a educational fonns but are directly embedded within broader 

discourses" (Morphet, MPhil course memorandum, 1997). 

are not 

United report ae][m4;:lS coastal m,mageinelilt as: "A continuous and 

to 

dynamic process that Govetnment and the community, science and "management, 

sectoral public interests preparing and implementing an integrated plan the 

protection development and. It states that 

,-,v.:&i:lI •• ,u management "to improve the quality of human which 

........ .1 .... " ... on coastal resources, while maintaining the biological diversity and productivity 

of coastal ecosystems" (GESAMP, 1996). may be used as a working of 

coastal purposes introduction to topic. 

The to explore ways in which a shift in go'"ennmem policy the 

South African environmental movement, away a conservation discourse and 

towards a discourse of sustainable development, has played itself out the field of 

"v.I1,,~.I1.l management. addition to shifts in discourses in the 

texts, I will the practice! of policy fonnulation, and will that 

The key discourse analysis terms used in this mini-thesis are dermed in the Glossary on p. 5. 
6 
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there has 

Finally the 

a 

government 

enable me to cast 

an approach to a more ~""UV''''A and inclusive one. 

broader social environmental movement, 

coastal management This will 

on some of the interesting and contradictory dynamics at 

play in the field of "'Tn."'''0'1 government policy in context of the transformation 

South African 

1.1 Why I 1nI ........ o"""' this topic 

My focus on emerged from the v'UI-'H"LOl<:l on discourse and the 

processes through which 

coursework tea.chllnR 

learn new capacities in the 

UCT MPhil in Adult nOl1callon 1997. Through my 

as a social analyst 

involved in ~-'''b''U'''a 

documents, 

particular nf""",~"'''f" 

prescriptive 

COlmrrlon Ground Consulting over two years, I have 

running policy formulation prc,ceisses. and in drafting policy . 

t>eC:OIrle increasingly interested of policy studies. Of 

ant:hr<)PClllOJ;1Clll approaches to which, by "excavating the 

assumptions that , are able to 

"examine how policy 'work' to control agcmUla5. and the complex 

ways in which policies construct their subjects as (Shore and 

1997:i). Policy is important in contemporary SO(:letles"'- affecting all areas 

oflife and shaping 

Wright, 1997:4). 

way individuals construct .H .... LU'"' ...... as subjects (Shore and 

Shore and i)"J:~~"';:)t a number of key for a critical 

"anthropology do policies work or as instruments of governance? 

What metaphors and 11lJ.1;U.."UV devices are to policy? How do 

policies create ., ... u',,,,,,,, • .:> I ................. "'., How are 

authoritative? are normative claims used to ""LA'''' ...... ''''' 

and Wright, 1997:3) Many of these questions 

discourse made 

ways of thinking? 

those asked by sociologists 

and linguists 

chapter. 

discourse analysis, as will shown in the next 

vV, .... L."'. H ......... ""',,, ... ' ...... policy as a topic was an obvious one, because The choice 

large-scale nr<)lel:;t with which my involved, a national 
7 
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CoastallVlanaj;l~em,em Policy I-JrnO'1"!:I1'nrr,;:> (CMPP) conducted for the Department of 

Environmental with funding from the British Department for 

International Development Members of my firm and the Project Management 

Team were also 

participated in 

Republic of South 

the 

national coastal management efforts in the 1980s and 

A Policy for Coastal Zone Management the 

1 and 2), published in 1989 - 1991 by the Council for 

the published Coastal Policy Green 

Towards ;)u~~taz;na,fJl 'eVjf!lO,vm,ent in South Africa, I was 

m was not for drafting 

corlteIllt. I thp,rptnr ... while no commentator can be unbiased or 

sulUclent "'" .. ,."' .... Q1S1tan(~e to able to comment meaningfully on 

believe that GISjCOUlfSe 

surface a 

makers are 

can a powerful tool in exploring what 

"""""U":. ideological messages and contradictions of 

U\;;I.,o.u.>\;; of their closeness to the discourse. ,As 

Gocument. I 

Edwards 

'behind 

put it, "For those who speak it, a discourse is a given - it n ...... ·l"!:It,:>C! 

,it is an 'unthought"'. In his discussion of the role of ".."',H",I'V",, 

deconstructing social construction of reality, Bourdieu notes that, while 

objectivation" is the ultimate goal of sociology, a sociologist must break with 

propensity to m object which is no doubt at the root of 

object" (Bourdieu Wacquant, 1992:259). My aim in this thesis is to break 

but 

own with the subject of coastal management, and to <>n'~1"'1"11"'f' 

(which could include or 

""..",,."'.1-, produced, in "a collective work 

As a critical sociologist, one must 

Cla:SSlIlcaUOIlS that one uses - which are 

state define certain social as 

question the objectivising ofthese problems, one 

Rupture must be created by looking at 

and instruments of thought, that is, with the ~~~~,._&, 

construction of reality" (1992:238). I hope to deconstruct the 
8 
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uu ....... ,!;,VUJ'''' ... by exploring in its policy discourse locating this in tenns 

change in South Africa today. 

1 My methodology a.nd research questions 

analysing the field of ,",va';Hal management policy Africa, I will on the 

methodology for critical analysis set out by Fairclough (1992; 1995i, 

involving the selection and of a "corpus" ",,,,,UjJ"'"' texts. The texts (or 

which fonn my ~""L"''''''' are as follows: 

III nVl.fOIJlIllfmt. A Policy for Coastal Management in 

Republic of South Africa Part 1: Principles Objectives, 1989 

III Council for the Environment, A Policy for Coastal Management in 

Republic of South Africa - Guidelines for Use, 19913 

II Management Programme, Coastal Policy Green Paper: 

Sustainable Coastal 'ev,elO.vmem in South 

.. feedback letters stakeholders COlnm.emmg on the Coastal 

1998 

Council for the nVlronment was a statutory body established in 1982 in of 

(100 of 1982) and re-established in tenns 

Envir,omnelnt Conservation 1989). The Council was to 

n .... Jlu""."'. of Environment with advice environmental policy 

matuers There were nine cOlnnutt,ees of the Council, LLA"' ............. !'> a Committee Coastal 

Marine Systems, whose main objective was to on an effective coastal 

mana~;emlent policy and were responsible for fonnulation and publication of A 

Coastal the Africa. 

Coastal Management Policy Programme is a no ... .,...."' .... .,. between go'tefJnment and 

society, represented on a Policy Committee, to fonnulate a new coastal 

management policy for Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism. 

2 Critical discourse and Fairclough's methodology are discussed in the next '"'U<lI"'''''' 

9 
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vVU.)t,UI Policy Paper: Towards Sustainable Coastal Development in South 

IS milestone this and will followed by the of a 

White Paper during 1999, setting Qut government's new The Lt:iC;UUil1\J1I.. letters 

referred to above were written comments from participants the process 

formulating the and White Papers. This thesis on the written texts 

described and uses critical from a number 

theoretical sources, to analyse and explore 

social practice in South Africa today. 

interviews were , conducted with protagonists in the drafting of the two 

policies, Prof. Gideon Retief ofWatermeyer Prestedge .I. ..... t:iI,n:J.I.. formerly of the Council 

for Environment's Committee for and currently Proj ect 

Coastal Management PrOgramII1le, and Glavovic of 

Common Ground Consulting, formerly of the Department of Environment Affairs and 

currently Project Manager of the Coastal Management-Policy Programme (also one 

drafters of Green I chose notto transcribe these interviews and treat them 

as texts discourse but information gained them to provide 

detail deeper understanding where possible. According to Fairclough, interviews 

can used to enhance a corpus of discourse, eliciting interpretations samples 

participants or observers of the discursive events which they were or 

probing which beyond samples, example, exploring the to which 

"""[!..lUll ... are conscious of the ideological investment oftheir own discourse. 

Fairclough sees close access to participants' perspectives, such as 

access I have through recent participation in the Coastal Policy 

Programme, as a feature in conducting discourse (Fairclough 

1 

analysing the discourse ofthe sources mentioned above, I use the critical 

discourse analysis methodology recommended by Fairclough (1992) which centres 

around a "three-dimensional framework" (Fairclough, 1 

includes: 

This framework 

3 An intended Part 3 - coastal in the was never because 
the Council for the Environment failed to reach agreement on the exact nature of the document 
(Informal interview with Deon Retief, 1999). . 

10 
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I) detailed analysis of text written or spoken language produced a discursive 

I) analysis of discursive practice (the Dn}Ce:sst~s 

distribution) 

production, consumption and 

of social practice4
, as expressed discursive events. 

of the chapters focus on one three dimensions - Chapter 3 

looks discursive /JA~""",,,,,,,,. 'h!llnt .... 4 at and Chapter 5 at social practice . .....,"" .... n ........ l". 

which order to approach the analysis was Fairclough himself recommends a 

possible approach, which is to start with practice, narrow to the and then 

broaden out to social (Fairclough, 1992:231). an early ofthis I 

attf:m)Jtted to iri the centre with the detailed textual analysis and broaden out 

practice. This enabled an immediate engagement 

with the discourses text, but meant that contextualisation of the policy documents 

could only be done towards the end. I then tried the to work 

n111''''''I'''' in, but found that the detail the policy documents till end was 

not a cornpI'omllse, I eventually settled on the order recommended by . 

(which of both and context), inner 

then layer - more convinced than I had initially this order 

Because interconnected and overlapping of the parts of the 

framework, I have indicated in the and in footnotes "'n,.., .... '" issues will or have 

been ,,,n,..,r •• ,, in more the 

The starts with a chapter which situates methodology critical 

discourse analysis in an outline historical development approach. The 

chapter some theoretical strands the approach, which 

combines close textual analysis with a critical approach discourse in terms of power 

and relations. Chapters address the overarching 

can shifts between the coastal management policies of the Council for the 

Environment and the Department of Environmental 

for? 

and Tourism be accounted 

4 Note that later work (1995) actually uses the tenn "sociocultural , but it is 
used to mean the same as "social in his earlier work (1992). The tenn "social practice" 
is used in this thesis. 

11 
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This is done exploring the more detailed questions outlined below. starting with 

questions 1-3 in addressing questions 4 and 5 in Chapter 4 question 6 in 

Ch:aptc:Jr 5. The final chapter draws the above findings into an overall 

conclusion on the overarching question answers question 7 in assessmg 

effectiveness of the methodology addressing my topic. 

1. What discourses are drawn on in two pv •• ",u .. " and how? 

2. are the discourses produced, distributed 

How the coherence I or ambiguity of the discourses interpreted? 

4. Howdo discpurses construct identities and social relationships? 

5. do the discourses construct knowledge and belief systems? 

How the discourses of the two policy. documents reproduce or transform "' .......... <lOri,,, .. 

social practices? . . 

7. 'effective is critical discourse analysis as a method? 

1 The source documents 

A brief description two policy documents will provided in order. to 

the background. embarking on a detailed of the language 

contained these documents, it is important to their materiality. According to' 

sociolinguist the study of different material forms modes essential: "The 

project of multi modality is an to make the point overtly and decisively that an 

interest representational than and writing and not 

merely incidentally interesting; that it central to actual of communication 

everywhere" unpublished:l). Clearly, the policy documents under discussion do 

not communicate with their audience entirely through - the mode of 

communication is important. 

Kress and others believe that all texts are always multimodal, and that a methodology 

needed describing all together, without privileging language. "We are, the 

" Kress, "coming of a in which was mode which was 
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most valued, and ruled supreme" and in which visual was regarded as a 

mode of , of 'lliustrating' what had been represented verbally." 

(Kress, unpublished: 11). This changing rapidly, in today's multimedia with CD-

ROM, websites, icon-driven computer and collage-style and 

media. Fairclough (1995:4) stresses need for a broad definition of texts to 

include the "multi-semiotic", the need for analysts to use five senses 

ex~mu.mrlg the t",vlrll1"'" content The multimedia theme is also 

taken up 1T"''' .. '',..." Studies, where literacy artefacts are eX:an1lm:<1 for '''''''''J.L(:U 

evidence of u ... I"> .... " ... u"'. visual intertextual decisions which "situate text.. ul,t·h ..... 

the wider semiotic environment" reveal rn ..... h", .. layers of meaning (Maybin, 

unpublished:5). 

Although this will attempt a full multimodal analysis, it is important to 

contextualise my focus on discourse U11'1tt" ..... language, and to make some basic 

points about the source documents' materiality. sections which follow, contain an 

outline of visual and aspects of the two key policy with brief and 

subjective accounts of the impressions they may create and way in 

which they communicate visually with· the reader. section also contains a summary 

ofthe of each documents, which is background information for. 

chapters follow, the of the particular discourse samples 

"'''' .......... " ..... for analysis. Photocopies of a few selected each policy are included as 

an aot)en,OlX to this in order to an of the way documents look. 

Council for the Environment Policy (CE Policy) 

Management the The Council for A Policy for Coastal 

Republic of South Africa, Parts 1 and 2 {J989; 1991/ is ... v"." •• "" .... in two S;:P.f\~T:~re 

volumes in smooth-feeling semi-glossy covers, Part I stapled and 2 bound with a 

The covers are full colour - but are mainly white with the bright blue and 

identity ofthe Council for the Environment prominently (see Appendix). The 

large name "Council for Environment" relative to the title an 

impression at glance that the document may be a brochure of some kind. It looks 

fairly serious and technical from outside, gives the impression of appealing to a 

13 
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specialised or technical audience, rather a broad one. Part 1, Principles and 

Objectives, is A4 size and 24 pages long, is printed both and 

one half in English, with the other . in Afrikaans and printed upside-down (relative 

to so that document can be from 2, 

Guidelines/or Coastal Land-Use, also size, is substantially at 96 pages, 

is available English and Afrikaans versions. of the two tells 

reader immediately the publication is the South , in which 

official documents were published in English and Afrikaans as the two official . 

languages . 

.u~"'J'UV, the two of the publication are printed on high quality smooth white 

with full colour throughout. Colour is a simple way, black and colour 

photographs and illustrations. only uses of colour are 

chapters in 2, and yellow blocks which appear raIllQOlml'j 

pages to introduce 

the documents to 

fill white The photographs are good quality and and are mainly to 

illustrate coastal scenes which show the physical consequences positive or negative 

of effective coastal management or lack The distinction between images 

"good" "bad" development contributes to the didactic tone pUblication. 6 

Technical are included in full-colour colour 

photographs and contribute substantially to making pUblication attractive 

and preventing the becoming overwhelming. design a straightforward 

one, with two columns of text in a The small, non-prominent headings, 

densely covered and extensive use of visual material me an 

impression of a and fairly conventional handbook or textbook-type publication, 

brought to by its illustrations. me, the publication looks finished and 

professional. It presents as a and has all the 

and the to read learn. 

content of Part 1, Principles Objectives, has four sections following 

"Foreword" and "Introduction": 

coastal 

.. "Objectives for "'v.~t.:u zone management" 

Referred to throughout this mini-thesis as "the CE Policy". 

14 
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• "Land-use categories coastal zone" and 

• "Sensitive areas in the I,..vcUHi:U zone". 

co'~l.alzoneman~g~nmu a set 

""",t""""" The sec:tlon ....., .. ,.u ... - .... ~'''' categories zone" gives a 

explanation of four land-use catleg01n protected recreation areas, natural 

resource areas and u"",u.,,. 

zone describes two types 

caused by human 

!:alUIp.r",,·t1 to in high-risk 

areas. The final ",,,,,r'n/"' ..... on sensitive areas in the coastal 

risk areas - those by na~al processes and 

Finally, there is a uo-·se(;uon on 

statmnent of policy for ,",V,a.i:lL,t:l.l zone management 

1 provides a 

mainly on the specific 

narrow issue 6fwise '"I.['LU-''''''''' planning in sensitive coastal areas. 

2, Guidelines for Coastal Ltunu,-us,e. is divided into 13 chapters: Chapter 1 is an 

mtroCIUCtlon on the need for 

nVllrOIUDJent:al guidelines 

guidelines, and '--'uau.' ..... 2 COIJltaulS a broad set of 

planning". end of the document, 

Cl1lapter 12 provides planning construction site management" 

Chapter 13 on "Where to ""'<:I'TI advice", The bulk document, made up 

Chapters 3 - 11, contains detailed guidelines for ........... -.. ,'v 

coastal land forms: 

protection 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

6 

1 

and coastal 

dunes 

and steep slopes 

sub-tidal zone and 

islands. 

This will be discussed in '"'''' ....... '". 
This section is actually titled for coastal zone management" in the text, but this is 
presumed to be a as the Contents page refers to and the text of the section 
uses the word rather than ""h,p,.,t,o" 

15 
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A consistent format is maintained for each chapter focusing on a nl'llrnr,n land form, 

with the following features", "Impacts .......... u ..... activity", 

"Management guidelines" 

a practical, technical set 

professionals u ..... '"""'''' 

"Further reading I References". Overall, 2 provides 

.I'. .... J, ... "','u ... ,," for coastal land-use at officials and 

a physical impact on 8 

DEAT Coastal Policy (Green Paper) 

The Department Affairs and Tourism's ..... "'."' ..... "". 

Towards Sustainable Coastal Development in South Africa (1998)9 is published in A4 

size in one thick volume 1 (see Appendix). It is bound a hard spine, but 

gives a less polished mt,reSiSlOtn than the Council for the hnvlrlorunelnt document, as the 

cover material is matte and rough-feeling, and looks or 

deliberately grainy. The 

(which also aPlJ,ear 

appears to have 

colours and use of photographs in one colour only 

an understated impression- the publication 

Cnt:aollv'than the of the 

front cover, with use horizontal text, "broken" font 

create an overall that is more modem, theCEPolicy. 

The front cover is folded the effect of a dust-cover, 

summary provided on on "How to Read this 

Inside, the publication is on matte recycled paper with flaws. The 

three unusual cover are used throughout - blue, lime green and 

rust red. the recycled paper give an "eco-friendly" 

image. creative ways for different of the document. 

Most of the sections photographs and 

diagrams are in blue, is used to highlight colours are used 

for the beginning Another user-friendly the three 

sections of the content are clearly indicated with a down the 

right hand side of for easy reference. The ... "",no •• 

simple, with one column of text and a wide left margin, but 

Paper also fairly 

are elements of more 

8 

9 

10 

The 4U,;:SU\'U of the audiences for whom the policies are intended is addressed in Chapter 3. 
Ull'-' .. "'.lUU' this mini-thesis as "the Green 

nel,;e:s:s<uuy the case. The recycled paper used inside the document is 
eXJ:lemllve than matte white paper. 

16 
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adventurous design, the chapter introduction pages with a colour-fade, and the 

use to guide the 1"p~,np1" 

Small one-colour are used to introduce chapters not appear to 

specifically to the chapter topics or to add or illustrate Instead, 

photographs seem to included randomly. with the only (but significant) pattern 

that they are always 

natural coastal 

most contain one picture a relatively unspoilt 

an coastal 

environment. This the effect message policy that is a 

for a balance between environmental conservation and development. II Because 

photographs are captioned, the is almost a subliminal rather than an overt or 

Ulu,avtlv one. of illustrations coastal regions an 

informal contributes feel document as a u,"' .... ..,. ..• "_ 

progress. The ac(~es:SlD.le design and of the aoc:umient, the varied COltnell1ts. 

create an impression of providing something-for everyone;'Theinclusive-natureofthe . 

policy formulation process is conveyed visually - the document appears both a 

product with and to invite further interaction .. The somewhat 

professional polished publication, it may be less of 

confidence to a conservative reader, a message to more open-minded 

that the document is indeed not yet completel2
• The r .. "" • ...,.· invited to browse through 

the document interact with 

The content Green broken into "" ....... uvu .... "Section A: Managing the 

Coast", "";:sc;:ctllon B: The South Coast" and ........ ,~>AV'U C: a ,-,va", .. ,u 

Policy", a number of Appendices. Section C real policy containing a 

chapter outlining "Some Key Questions", a vision statement for coast and a 

set to guide management. lengthy section detailing "Goals and 

Objectives" for coastal is divided major goals under 

each objectives goal and points under The 

themes are: Our National Coastal and Development, Pollution 

Control and Waste Management, Natural Resource Management, 

II 

12 
The message of the 
Because this is a Green 
O"""',,,rnrnp'nt policy_ 

17 

Governance and 

being adopted as 
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Capacity Building. The section closes with a chapter on different models for "Possible 

Institutional & Legal Arrangements" and an outline of the next steps to be taken. 

Section A ofthe document provides some ofthe necessary background to the policy 

formulation process, and includes an introduction explaining why a coastal policy is 

necessary, chapters which define "What is the Coast?" and "What is Coastal 

Management?", and a chapter exploring the value ofthe coast. Section B is more 

unusual in a policy document, containing detailed background information on South 

Africa's coast. This information serves an educational purpose, while contextualising . 

the policy and providing a reference point for participants in the policy formulation 

process. The section provides further background on coastal management 

internationally and outlines the biophysical, social, economic, legal and institutional 

setting of the policy in South Africa. It also contains an illustrated outline of "Regional 

Characteristics and Issues" for each of 14 coastal regions, which shows the diversity of 

the coast and includes participants ' contributions to an understanding of the issues 

which the policy is to tackle. 

The length of the documents, particularly the Green Paper, made it impossible to 

conduct detailed textual analysis of more than a fraction of the overall texts. Because of 

the great difference in content between the two documents it was not always possible to 

do a direct comparison of selected portions covering similar issues. Large portions of 

the Green Paper, including the whole of Section B, had no equivalent in the CE Policy. 

Instead, I chose particular samples oftexts from each document for what they revealed 

about particular issues, for example, the presence of discourse~ or the meaning of 

keywords. In some cases it was possible to find elements of the two documents to 

contrast. In other cases, I explored the features ofa sample from just one of the 

documents. Overall, this approach seemed successful in allowing me to explore the 

issues I wished to, without getting stuck in attempting to cover the documents 

comprehensively. 

The next chapter provides a background to and an outline of the methodology of critical 

discourse analysis in more detail. 
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Chapter 2 

Critical discourse analysis as a methodology 

In discussing the idea of discourse, it is useful to begin with the distinction that 

Fairclough draws between the concept of "discourse" in abstract and "discourse" as a 

count noun. Discourse in abstract is defined as "language use conceived as social 

practice", whereas a discourse can be said to be a "way of signifying experience from a 

particular perspective" (Fairclough, 1995: 135). The latter is the sense which literacy 

theorist Gee has in mind, when he ~escribes a Discourse as "a socially accepted 

association among ways of using language, ofthinking, feeling, believing, valuing, and 

of acting that can be used to identify oneself member of a socially meaningful group or 

'social network"'(Gee, 1990: 143). In an overview of critical discourse analysis, Luke 

also talks about different discourses which "constitute what Wittgenstein called 'fonns 

oflife', ubiquitous ways of knowing, valuing and experiencing the world" (Luke, 

unpublished: 10). 

According to Ball (in Usher and Edwards, 1994:90): 

"Discourses are ... about what can be said, and thought, but also about who can 

speak, when, where and with what authority. Discourses embody meaning and 

social relationships, they constitute both subjectivity and power relations ... Thus, 

discourses construct certain possibilities for thought. They order and combine 

words in particular ways and exclude or displace other combinations.,,13 

This is supported by Shore and Wright, who define discourses as "configurations of 

ideas which provide the threads from which ideologies are woven" (Shore and Wright, 

1997:11). As Cherryholmes points out, discourses and discursive practice14 are "relative 

13 

14 

This defmition is provided in the context of summarising Foucault's ideas on discourse and 
"power-knowledge", to be explored later in this chapter. 
The tenn "discursive practice" is used throughout this mini-thesis to refer to the processes of text 
production, distribution and consumption, as used in Fairclough (1992). To avoid confusion, it 
should be noted that Fairclough uses the alternative tenn "discourse practices" to refer to these 
processes in his later work (1995) and also, confusingly, in the fmal chapter (Chapter 8) of 
Fairclough (1992). 
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to and place". As societies professions develop, "whatis said and written and 

aCCle])t~~d as true changes." (1988:3). 

1970s, analysis been across a wide range of 

disciplines, including sociology, psychology, anthropology, criticism 

and the study of education. Early discourse made important contributions to 

a])l}re(~latmg structures dialogue and provided valuable resources for analysing 

discourse, but tended to at in isolation, failing explore how ...... 'vu ...... 

shape and are shaped by broader social relations (Fairclough, 1 13-24). Critical 

discourse goes beyond these attempts by COlnollmrag textual analysis with a 

critical approach to discourse in terms of ideology and power. 

2.1 Influences on critical discourse analysis 

(unpublished: 7) critical analysis as "the use an ensemble of 

techniques for the oftextual practice and use as social cultural 

practices". He identifies three theoretical strands which have nnUeJlce:u 

development school ofthought, with its associated methodological approaches, 

which has come to be known as "critical discourse analysis", incorporating sociologists, 

linguists, anthropologists others. These influences are neo

marxism and the work ofBourdieu. Fairclough (1992) focuses particularly .on the 

influence on critical QlS'COUlfse analysis of Foucault, the French structuralists and the 

linguistics school. section explores all of these influences and how 

helped to shape critical discourse analysis. 

Influence of critical linguistics 

FairClough (1992) traces the emergence of more critical approaches to discourse 

analysis, which demonstrated two-way relationship between and 

on the one hand, and power and ideology on the other. The "critical linguistics" school, 

which developed at the University of East Anglia in 1970s, including Fowler, Hodge 

and Kress, broke away linguistics, which treated language systems as 

separate from the actual use of language. They from the assumption that 

"systematic asymmetries of power resources between "'V'Jan..."", and listeners, 

20 
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uu ... "'''' .... to their unequal access to linguistic and social 

resources" unpublished: 7-8). They on systemic linguistics to 

combine llHJI:i',I.U,OUI,; analysis with a "social theory functioning of language in 

.v .... " .. " .... processes" (Fairclough, 1992:26). political 

text language has three ", ..... ,,,,. .. ,, ... ,,, 

interpersonal (constituting 

lu,.;;aUVll,L11 (representing the 

Ident11tles and relationships) 

"''' ..... Ul.1:<. the parts of a text and relating 

According to 

world and 

and textual 

present in all 

useful to 

socially 

(Fairclough, 1 

context). Ideology 

tllUnctlonal theory of language is .l.WJlI,;U~.JH:; of language. 

because it 

constitutive of identities, 

language as both 

systems of belief 

linguistics broadened the techniques of conventional 

linguistic analysis to establish connections between the nr()ne:n:l.ElS of texts and 

discourses and an un.deI'standing of power and ideology in U.lI.J'aU'vl social formations. 

Influence of .. A"' ..... 1I'l structuralism 

Another 

school 

IS Fairclough's 
Fonnation" 
institutions, 

discourse was structuralist 

1""";\.11'-'I:<.I""CU state apparatuses" to aIUHI';;;U Althusser's 

Fairclough, 1995:40) defines a as "that 

work used a hybrid of these two concepts - the Discursive 
descnt)e the domirlant complex and discourse characterisirlg 

irI struggle with other non-dominant IDFs. Fairclough later rejected 
the concept as too and monolithic, but retairled the on power as both 
ideological and discoursal. 

21 
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Influence of Foucault 

A on the development of critical approaches to discourse analysis 

come to the understanding discourse in relation to 

contributed to popularising the 

ClIS:COlllfS'e. although he concept of discourse without analysing 

spoken or written Foucault's early work (Madness 

and Archaeology of Knowledge, The Birth Clinic) traced the 1'\,"',."... ..... , 

of discourses of the .. ""n ...... '''" ........... ''''''. in particular .. n' ...... " ..... , psychiatry, eC4:>n()mlCS 

and painted a of how historical configurations of discourse 

new kinds (Luke, This followed 

poststructuralist view that " .... L""' .. '." are inscribed ...... "0 ....... 0 .... ' are social and 

and are never singUlar or autonomous beings. Foucault v ... ..,.,'''''',.'''''' .... -that language and 

are central in constructing, regUlating and controlling,knowledge, 

institutions. 

by 

the construction of: of knowledge, 

constructs society. 

_a .... ult'."" madness; 

modalities" or 

""""'vv" ..... " .... subject positions, 

of discursive activity, for example, • __ .... "u.uE!J 

teacher and learner); "concepts", i.e. the 

eu::m<;:ms, types and categories used in a discourse; and "strategies" for """ ..... "' .... 0 

of possibility, COlnstra1l1ea by interdiscursive and extradiscursive factors 

AU,""lVUl<.U. 1992:41-48). V .... ,,"" ... ,u also Imresngiatea or 

" ........ "";"'"' formations 16 in relation to one another within institutional 

•• "' •• I't""' .. '" of discourse" "the totality of discursive within an ... .;:1 .............. or 

and the relationships between them" (Fairclough, 1992:43). 

aim was to "''''.,,,,,..., an archive ofthe domains of knowledge constituted by 

··A."" ..... , .. "',u"" formations", for 1'11",,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,, as a noun. Discursive 

COlllSlSt ofthe "rules of J.V1JlHQI"VU which determine set of rules which at a 

16 

17 

Foucault uses the term "a discursive formation" to mean "a discourse" (as a count - as 
defmed by the rules of formation which, in a particular time and place, determine the limits and 
form of "the sayable". This can be related to Pecheux's defmition above. 
Foucault uses the term "discursive practices" in a sense from the one employed 

.'alll\,"U""-" in his framework". Foucault means general practices 
dlsc:ourse - which I have elsewhere referred to as "discourse practice(s)". 
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for a given society" .... ""' ..... "'" "the limits and form" "the sayable", of 

, of "memory", of , 'reactivation" and of "appropriation" (Burchell et al., 

limits and "sayable" define possible to speak: of, 

limits and forms are 

which to disappear. 

valid or invalid things to 

refers to what 

"reactivation" 

"",'UI','" regard as 

"''',''nT''''''''" being 

from other v'''',''''''''', The limits and of appropriation, 

"What individuals, what groups or access to a partiCular 

Gll)C(]IUrlSel How is relationship institutionalized the discourse, 

its destined How the relationship discourse to 

indicated and defmed? How for control conducted 

"""'''''''''''' nations, linguistic, cultural or ethnic (Burchell et aI., 

60). All ofthese would central questions in the aims of critical 

analysis. 

on GlSC01:rrs<~S 

deJtIrumg a discourse or 

human sciences, Foucault used three sets of criteria for 

"",.",.,,,:. formation". The were "criteria of ... "'" ...... u"" .. 

an individualised discursive J.VLI11ClLH..'U exists is a set of rules of I01ml:lU(],n 

all its objects, operations"cortcepts and theoretical The second were 

"criteria of transformation or of threshold" - one must able to define the 

,",V'"U."""'J,'" for the formation of the discourse. The third were "criteria of correlation"-

one be able to of relations which and situate the ..... ,'"""' .... u,'" 

<:Ul1lVUJ;:;"" other types 

:54-55). 

Foucault's work 1970s and 1980s 

as "genealogical discourses" that build 

order (Discipline and Punish, The History 

de'V'elI0D(~a the of "bio-power" 

context et al. 

the development of networks of 

stnutllons of governmentality 

Power/Knowledge). 

on an alliance between 

moral 

last two centuries, "brought life and sciences and 

mechanisms into of explicit and made an 

of transformation "'L .. u_.life" (Foucault, 198:143). According 

biopower is comprised control of the human "'IJ'~'"'''~''' and the body as object 

manipUlation. It rests on "technologies of , which are errlDe:ao,eo 
23 
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institutions and which produce subjects (Dreyfuss and Rabinow, 1982:136) 

which are "the means by which power conceals its own operation" (Shore Wright, 

1997:9). According Shore the political nature of policies is often 

disguised by objective, neutral, idioms in which they are portrayed". 

This "masking of the political the cloak of neutrality" can as one 

Foucault's political technologies, and is a feature of modem power (Shore and 

1997:8-9). 

Foucault departed from the structuralist tradition in seeing power not as a 

domination, but as multi-faceted and a network allover society. "What 

n ........... " power hold good," says Foucault, "what it accepted, is simply the fact that 

it doesn't only weigh on us as a force that says but that it traverses 

things, it induces fonns produces discourse. It needs be 

considered as a productive network which runs through the whole social body, much 

more than as a negative instance. whose function is (Foucault; 1980:119 in 

Atkinson, 1985: 154). 

Critical discourse analysis up on the poststructuralist that discourse operates 

. across sites and helps shape human identity and actions, and the view power sna.oes 

orders of discourse and discursive practice. Fairclough (l995:12) adapted concept of 

of from mean "the set" of discursive practices 

"associated with a particular social domain or institution (e.g. lecture, the "Vl.UIU.:lJ 

counselling conversation, in an academic institution), 

relationships between them". are chains of discursive practices within 

of discourse across shifted and transfonned. 

instance, in mass media there are chains connecting public orders 

discourse (politics, law, science etc.), media orders of discourse, and orders of discourse , 

the domain domain of reception)" (Fairclough, 1995: 13). 

Influence of neo-marxism 

further influence on growing critical trend 

contribution of neo-marxism, which sees 

10 context of political economy. 

24 

discourse analysis was the 

as articulating ideological intc~res:ts 

Gramsci's theory of "ideological 
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hegemony" Ull;Ll.lvJLIUiCU. Gramsci "' ..... 'u ... ",'u' 

V",j.'U ... HOL states, and _,",_~'~ 

the dominant vU>.OO\"O OIeJ)€mOlS only on outright domination 

A .......... ""J,"'UJv exercised through COlUT(ll intellectual and 

and civil society. to Gramsci, hegemony is linked to 

raises the population to a cultural and moral level 

the economy 

engineering, the 

dominant classes, and which includes 

subjectivities or 'selves'" (Fairclough, 

in language structure in relation to 

I 

on "h€memonv' 

which 

of 

Gramsci HUlL .. "' .. '" 

operates in the 

hegemony 

theory of 

apply 

v, ...... "'.,'uu of meaning, but did not a cOlnorehlen:si 

discourse 

argue that hegemonic orders of 

ideologies 

granted. seen as cornrnon

discourse WJ.I.'-lULUHI shows that QlSColurse 

and power ",Vj"a.U\JUO tathe point where these are taken 

sense, and not According to Fairclough, OlSICOUlfSe also be seen as 

a sphere or hegemony - ideology is m(Iae:n structures 

of discourse (e.g. the conventions of crime """"""'""'" or medical 

consultations) discursive events (Fairclough, 1995:25). 

"discursive ~ •. ~,-+" to to an instance oflanguage 

.,,'U'U:t<H uses the term 

production of a written or 

spoken text. 

Influence Bourdieu 

A theory of "cultural 

capital", .V",LI.l(U interactions are seen as 

Bourdieu developed ..... 'JHt~O , referring to "a set 

of historical J"'J.., .. "nJ.o 'deposited' within individual the form of mental and 

corporeal of perception, appreciation and "",.,,"''1''1' (Bourdieu et at., 1992:16). 

Discourses (in plural sense) form part resources and habitus that a 

in order to control social situations, example, to "decode" the person 

culture school (Atkinson, 1985:80-81). 
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Bourdieu also concerned with .... u,};y.:I,J;.:;IW and discourse, and sees n .... j:, ... ''''r.''' as 

uruneltlse repository of naturalised preconstructions" that "can function as unconscious 

instruments of construction", example, names of occupations, age and 

concepts of "occupation" and "profession" themselves. (Bourdieu et al., 1992:241). He 

highlights the value discourse analysis questioning socially constructed 

"problems" and taken-for-granted objects of sociological study in what he calls 

"reflexive sociology". analysis crucial, he believes, given the of 

preconstructed concepts in language (Bourdieu, 1992:241). 

2.2 Access to discourse 

Bourdieu's concern with access to \..I .. "' .... ...,'LU 

different ways in the work of Gee in and Bernstein in the United 

Kingdom. Gee (1990:143) defines a as socially accepted association among 

of using language, of thinking, feeling, believing, valuing, and of acting that can 

be used to oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or 'social 

network', or to signal (that one is playing) a meaningful 'role'." "discourse 

system" of a language, Gee, has a number of sub-systems which 

the sense of a text and position it status and solidarity social networks. 

part a discourse involves much more than knowing the language it involves 

how to use prosody and how to manipulate 

variables to give the signals about identity (Gee, 1990:104-105). 

Gee n""., • .,"".~n "primary J.JJ."...,v' ..... which are "our socioculturally 

determined ways valuing, and using our native language in face-to-

face communication with intimates" (1990: 150), and "secondary Discourses" which a 

through apprenticeship in ""' .. ,'"'.,, ........ ,'1 institutions. Secondary discourses . 

can be local, "community-based Discourses" or more globally orientated "public sphere 

Discourses", which include "ones used in schools, national media, and in many social, 

financial agencies, as well as many Discourses connected to various 

sorts of employment and professions" (1990:152). Policy discourse would clearly fall 

into the latter category. 
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~\",\vV')O to public sphere discourses is ,...,..."",,,1'1"<>'''11" U';;\vGUOI... are O<>lr","UT<lU to 

.." ..... "t.,.,. .. and hierarchical structures 

as 1"1"11'\1"1"'"'" power and status. Gee is pel;sum~mc IJV',,;)UI1111.'I' of dominant 

by non-dominant 

cannot effectively be learnt, but through 

access to and practice in the social groupings 

predominate. This view may be criticised by pointing to examples adults with a 

relatively low level of fonnal education who are fully with a 

discourses, for example, an urban black South access to 

discourses of home, church, sport and political organisation. 18 

early theory of "elaborated" and "restricted codes" was also COilcerne:o 

access to educational discourses, and was essentially a 

"re:pfl~sentlllllQln of the symbolic fonns of power and the social division 

"' ....... u""vu. 1985: 17). Codes "regulate the transmission and ......... "".rinl'·1".".n 

itself' (Atkinson, 1985:68). AJV"U",.,,",,UA 

discourses and are --plnn~Clples which 

{Atkinson, 1985:114). 

1980s, 

are pr()Ou:cecl. 

growing interest in the Df()Ce:ssc~s 

the circumstances in which they become to 

concern with construction and reproduction of 'discourse' in educational COllte.xts 

1 In his later work, Bernstein shows that the circulation of texts 

and production of pedagogic discourse are the play of power. He is centrally 

up 

18 

19 

power, and that boundaries between orders of discourse are 

may be weakened or strengthened as part of social struggle. In 

This issue is addressed 
In Bourdieu's sense. 

differentiate and stratify, create people's habitus19 and set 

of identity and consciousness (Bernstein, 1996: 175). 
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Classification and framing 

Bernstein's "classification" to the way in which power relations establish 

with o::Il.J. .. 'UJ::;. \Jlao::lo::llJU\J'LLlU'll rc:::tl(~ctJm boundaries between categories and dlS,C011r"c~s 

highly insulated categorIes or "~'A,;L''''l1~'~U '"''''Jln .. ·..., .. ''' on 

communication categories or ,."",,",V'I.U""""'. detemtUnmg controls 

terms ofthe sequencing, criteria and associated a 

discourse .L.J~.Ul.,'tvl.U. 1996: 19-28). According to Bernstein, \JIIClkl.l);:,I;;;:' in discursive 

practice arise from changes in the classification and framing, and to 

analysed in terms of whose interests in. The in Chapter 1 

messages by the two .......... ,""''' documents -

the CE Policy the message interact" by Paper, seem to 

indicate the possibility of a shift between two policies from a strong to a 

focus on b01.mdari~:::s can seen to Foucault's 

"archaeology , with its of discontinuity difference. 

classification and framing are paralleled by Foucault's "procedures of 

exclusion", which what is thinkable construct the of discourse" 

.... " ...... ","' .... 1985:178). Foucault of is 

at once controlled, :)l;:;l'IA,;L!I;;U. organised a number of 

whose to avert its powers its dangers, to l.u"",.. .... l the unpredictable 

event" (Foucault, 1971: 10-11). These ....... 1''' .. '''''1'' .. ' .. '' include prohibition, division and 

rellectllon and the opposition between the true false, Like Bernstein 

sees power not as a for domination, but as "multi-faceted, and 

100), 

Vertical and horizontal discourses 

Befol'e leaving Bernstein, it is useful to note types of 

IJIA.lap;,V}:',;lV discourse - and "vertical", ...... u .. u ... ·"u.' .... 

oral and common-sense knowledge. are local and context-dependent, 

emDe<lde:Q in social practice aimed at goals present. These are 

usually acquired through and imitation, rather than formal learning, and 

28 
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are essentially community-based "strategies maximiz~ng encounters with and 

. habitat" (Bernstein 171-174). discourses, on the other hand, are much 

more and hierarchically structured, and nOimally through 

formal learning, with an emph~lslS on how learning will used in future. 

Vertical discourses are structured by principles of recontextualisation - taking 

knowledge from other areas and it a new form pedagogic 

purposes. 

Within vertical discourses Bernstein identifies two types of knowledge structure-

"hierarchical knowledge structures", for ex,amDJ 

, for example, social SClenc:es. 

sciences, and "horizontal 

knowledge structures 

give rise to explicit, I"£'O''' ..... '''"T systematically principled and hierarchical 

organization of knowledge". are motivated by an "integrated code", with """'..,,"' .. '" 

propositions integrating across an range of fields. A 

horizontal knowledge structure rise; instead, toa series specialized languages, 

each with own specialized modes of interrogation and specialized . Such a . 

stnllct:1ure is motivated by a "collection code" with non-comparable . 

..... "l'i, ... "'5' .. '" based on different assumptions example, different theoretical approaches 

within sociology). Horizontal knowledge while they are part a vertical 

discourse, do have something common with horizontal discourse ~ segmental 

structure, and a closer relation between discourse and knowledge structure 

... " ..... ",."', ... 1996: 172-173). Bernstein's theory of horizontal and vertical discourses will 

be applied 3 in relation to interdiscursivity. 

Fairclough's critical discourse analysis 

It can thus seen the a critical approach to analysis can 

traced to the critical linguistics and Pecheux schools who were tum influenced by a 

number of sources. These include structuralist understanding ideology, 

Foucault's poststructuralist archaeological and genealogical contributions to 

understanding of discourse in relation to power and social relations, Gramsci' s theory 

ideological hegemony and Bourdieu's of cultural application of a 

approach to can seen the work of and Bernstein, 
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both of whom are concerned, in dl1:ter,ent ways, 

educational setting. 

access to an 

Fairclough draws together all strands mentioned above, into own summary of the 

which detailed textual analysis can be combined with a critical to the 

rel:aUCmSJtllp between OlS!COlllrse and power relations. In a SUmIlnary of what considers 

necessary a critical aDt)ro':lcn to discourse Fairclough suggests that 

linguistic texts should be terms of vocabulary, grammar text structure, 

but also in terms Pf()QtlCtl.on and interpretation. He his 

view "configurations of discourse • which may be 

heterogeneous ambiguous, which shift over time - and mlLuenc«~d 

by social Discourse, an ideological in constructing subjects, 

social relations and belief systems, and only reproduces, but also transforms 

.~~,~.~.,....,w~ and practices. On the other hand, suggests, power also .. U.lU'"'JU"' .... 

discourse ....... ,'1'1',1'''',''-.-, and power n" .... H'JU'" inside should explored 

(Fairclough, 

own major contribution has been to apply critical (!(,I"\U'I",QP analysis 

detailed analysis of contemporary texts, articles 

to identify occurring in the "late modem world"zl. 

Examples of these trends are the "conversationalization" as 

private discourses enter public institutions; the "marketization" of discourses previously 

l;)U,tQ,L ... .u from the commercial realm as become increasingly promotional; and the 

"technologization" to specifically contemporary form of top-

down intervention" (1995:87) which "uses upon discourse for redesigning 

discourse practices and training people to use new discourse practices" (1992:239). 

can be related to theory progressive colonisation of the "lifeworld" 

by economy and state, "'I-'Jl ... "., .. O communicative with instrumental strategic 

for example, penetration of advertising "'""",,.,...,"" (Habermas, 1984). 

20 

21 

The term "discourse practice(s)" is used throughout this mini-thesis to refer to general practices 
of particular institutions, organisations and societies in relation to discourse. 
Here draws on Giddens' sociological analysis of "late modernity". 
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2.4 Using Fairclough's. methodology 

Fairclough sUJ~ge:sts a "three-dimensional conception" •. u" ... u • .u<>' .... which a 

variety "a powerful resource for discursive 

The analytical major 

O'pt!hPT' are the tradition of "close textual 

and linguistic within n .. I:, ....... " •• "", the macrosociological tradition analysing 

social practice in relation to structures, interpretivist or microsociological 

tradition of seeing social practice as something which people actively produce and 

sense of on the of shared commonsense procedures" (Fairclough, 1992:72). 

The method which follows from 

detailed analysis 

dimensional conception, includes 

(the written or sp(lKe:n language produced in a discursive 

event), analysis of "discursive practice" (the processes production, consumption 

and distribution) and analysis practice", as m events,,22 

1995:9). way, one IS to establish connections.between 

properties of texts, features of discourse practice and wider sociocultural practice. 

Because the parts of the. framework overlap at points, I have used or 

the text to show linkages. 

TEXT 

DISCURSIVE PRACTICE 

SOCIAL PRACTICE 

Fairclough's conception of discourse 
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Fairclough suggests starting with the analysis of discursive practice, moving on to text 

and ending with social practice, describing this as "a progression from interpretation to 

description and back to interpretation". Although he acknowledges that any order is 

possible, he proposes "fronting" the analysis of discourse processes because of his 

concern process and change (1992:231). In selecting discourse samples for analysis, 

Fairclough recommends choosing examples of texts with heterogeneous and 

contradictory features, a complex relationship of discursIve practice and conventions, 

and a clear relationship ofthese to sociocultural change (Fairclough, 1995:97). I believe 

that the two policy texts which I analyse, meet these criteria. 

The methodology proposed by Fairclough is an appropriate one for exploring discourse 

change in the formulation of coastal management policy in South Africa, enabling a 

detailed examination of the two key samples of policy, an exploration of the processes 

of policy formulation and interpretation, and a discussion ofthe broader social practices 

of coastal management, government policy formulation and the environmental 

movement in South Africa and internationally. It is hoped that the three-dimensional 

framework will also enable me to explore the relationships between these three aspects 

of discourse and to reveal how knowledge and belief systems, identities and social 

relationships are constructed. An assessment will be made in the concluding chapter of 

the effectiveness of the methodology in addressing my topic and research questions. 

2.5 Criticism of critical discourse analysis 

Before closing this background discussion of critical discourse analysis, it may be 

useful to look briefly at its critics. Perhaps the most serious challenge to critical theory 

as a whole and to critical discourse analysis comes from postmodernism, which rejects. 

all "grand narratives" oftruth and falsity, right and wrong, and "anything that indicates 

essences beyond the context ofa particular language game" (Haber, 1994:4). Because 

discourses are merely "language games,,23, say postmodernists like Lyotard, we cannot 

use one to critique the rest. With the condition of "hyperreality", suggested by 

22 See page 5 for a definition. 
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Baudrillard. between appearance which 

ass:wtea in theories of ideology is seen as valid. In Fairclough's 

use of the analytical "'VJlL"''''1J of power, ideology, class and are 

now under attack by the political • with postmodernism's unwitting co-

n1"'ll""<lT,n" Attention has been diverted power imbalances, power and 

domination all of which are crucial to "'~HL"'''l analysis (Fairclough, 1995: 16). 

In respOllse to challenge, Fairclough aetenctscritical discourse analysis: 

dls:cwrSl're event works not the first ImilaIlCe .... £O.u .. , ... o 

it is or a privileged which judgements of truth or 

can claiming that it contributes reproduction of relations of 

power". h"' ... ·"''' .. ''' .. analysis is just one method within "wider critical projects". '-' .... "'u. 

well-groundedness is at stake than truth. Judgements of truth and 

.... U--... L.V .. UU •• "'UU' ... "''' are "a necessary part of 

1995: 17). "'&.I ........... discourse analysis to "'1)1'''1.11'\;''' 

need to show .... Qf.' ... UJl'" of generating useful 

the aPl:mc.aucm of specialised techniques which 

between and relations. 

23 sense. 
33 
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Chapter 3 

Analysing the discursive practice of policy formulation 

chapter contains an analysis of the discursive involved in the fonnulation 

ofthe two policies. The previous chapter showed 

un,,,..., .. ,,,,,,.1 ...... conception of discourse, with its three-dimensional 

conducting discourse analysis - analysis of text, 

discursive practice and (Fairclough, 1995:9). . chapter will focus on 

the middle level of discursive practice, and will explore both interdiscursivity and the 

prc)ce:ssc~s of text production, distribution and looking at how class, 

ideology and power are reflected in the discursive two policies. The 

chapter explores the research questions: "What 1c,""ruu'C!P'" are n .... ""uTT'I on in the two 

policies and how?"(interdiscursivity); "How are the discourses produced, distributed 

and consumed?" and "How is and / or ambiguity of the discourses 

interpreted?" 

One element of discursive practice is "interdiscursivity". According to 

one aspect of "intertextuality", analysis of which 

mediates the context. Intertextuality includes 

intertextuality", which other are.overtly drawn on or quoted a text, 

and "interdiscursivity", which can be described as "the heterogeneous constitution of 

texts out elements (types of convention) or orders of discourse" (1992:85). I not 

focused on manifest intertextuality, as 

policy texts. 

are relatively few examples it in the two 

nrc)cesse:s of "production", "distribution" and "consumption" of texts fonn the other 

major element of discursive According to Fairclough, it important to 

examine the conditions of discursive practice exploring whether produced 

and consumed individually or collectively, the and in their production, their 

anticipation of multiple their patterns of distribution and the modes of their 

interpretation, depending on available resources (Fairclough, I will 

attempt to explore some these factors through tracing the production and distribution 
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two policies. I will then go on to "''''Ln.,.''' or consumption 

for which evidence comments on the 

aO(;untleillt. Consumption will be ..,"' ..... AU"'......... with the closely related issue of the 

rnh,p,rp,nrp, as reflected in it. Fairclough (1992:80) 

DrOlces:ses of production and ..... 1"," ........ ""1",.1" .......... are socially constrained in two 

internalized social structures. norms and by "the specific 

nature of the social practice of which they are Chapter I will go on to 

between the discursive two policies and the social 

of which they are a part. 

3.1 Interdiscursivity in the policies 

Cherryho1mes (1988:8) tracing 11U",,1'1'I1 because the 

texts." 

both creation ("centripetaL 

--ae:oerla upon other texts that are 

on Bakhtin's (1981) idea that 

"'I..I""U"''"''££ ("centrifugal force") within 

texts are nr",n.1Jr ... " within a given language and 

because 

...... "''"'v •. ,u'''' .... but creation is 

to meet ever-changing social needs 

tension .... ""1"'11.1 ........ creation and repetition is often manifested 

or ~""'."'-"J within a text. Heterogeneity. ambivalence 

1995:188-189). The 

rI"CJT"~'C! of homogeneity 

can be seen 

as social contradictions and can £AU .. ''' ....... "",,,,1.\.''''"'.L",'''''' UllU\,;Ii;;:;:;.;;:; and 

interdiscursivity is thus linked with analysis of a text's 

in this chapter. 

Interdiscursivity and vertical discourses . 

the 

of ...... 14 ..... C1 

to be 

about 

(1992:125). 

interdiscursivity and .... "' ....... j' 

mind Fairclough's caveat about 

should ... recognize that there is not, and could 

,.,,,,ru,..·,,,,,, and that we are constantly 

decisions (influenced by the point 

sornetnlIllg is or is not a separate instance of one 

35 
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Using Bernstein's concepts of horizontal and vertical discourses, it is possible to 

identify discourses in the two policy example in the 

Policy 1 can be seen Sample a, has barely its 

original discourse of geology, and b from the of botany . both vertical 

discourses w~th a hierarchical knowledge structure. can be seen their use of 

complex concepts which are in-house jargon but would 

not be known to the reader, such as "sediment transt)OI'lt" or "hydrophyte 

communities" fairly formal g."'(j'U ...... Hl\,. style, AU,." .. ,.uuF, the ... "'t·"' .... • .... ,... Sample b. 

Sample a: 

dynamic Oe(2Cfji-aZme areas are subject to erosion setitla(,~1C as a 

result of wave and current action of the sea or sediment transport by 

1989:6l4 

... "" ... "" .... b: 

The primary producers can be broadly divided into two types: . 

.. Algal communities, which may be either/ree the water (phytoplankton) or 

attached to larger plants, stones and other substrates (epiphyton); and 

.. Hydrophyte communities, which include the water lilies suchas Nymphaea and 

water weeds such as Potamogeton (Heeg and Breen, 1982). (eE, '18) 

Paper also COlltams examples discourses, these are 

recontextualised to a O'1" .. ·~t"·r extent, through the text I,}H.' ........ "'''' .. attempt to 

most obvious exllIl1'Die is the eC()n()mlCS document in an accessible style. 

the 

discourse25 shown in '"'CU.UI,}.l'-' c, which talks the "value" "services" in ......... " •. UJ.u to 

Domestic Product", Bernstein's this is an eX.lInDle of a 

knowledge with a strong In both policies, the presence academic 
, 

discourses can traced to the influence of the of upon whose 

work formulation is based. 

24 In references for text the abbreviation "CE" will be used to indicate the publication: 
Council for the Environment (1989, 1991) A Policy for Coastal Zone Management in the 
J(eJ.'UOllC of South Parts I and 2, 

2S The strong theme of the economy which runs through the Green and its with 
broader "marketisation" trends are explored in Chapter 4. 
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Samplec: 

Human activities along coast are 

ecosystems, The value of coastal 'eC().\'\I:"t~m." 

welfare of South Africans is enormous." 

The total value of coastal ~~V'~ TY"~H 

R179 billion per year, Drl1'n~"'HO'''T to about 

Domestic Product (R480 ULtl,LvrJ'f, 1998. 

Before moving on from Bernstein's Calegc:mc::s 

they do not appear to be comprehensive. They do 

by coastal 

and improving the 

to be about 

of South Africa's Gross 

it to note that 

example, provide scope for 

discourses related to government policy. 

to informal "lifeworld,,27 situations, OlS:colUfses. on 

apply mainly 

apply 

mainly to education and academic I '''''','''''J'''5 "".""v ........... '" kinds. This despite 

turlOamcmt.al i:n .... <lGLI,context, Bernstein's broad definition of pedagogic 

through which cultural reproduction~production 

relationships which are not directly related to 

doctor and patient, architect and Pl£trmc;r 

conception of the nature 

specifically. Nevertheless, these categories can 

relation to the academic of "IJ'_"''';U''' 

based. 

Interdiscursivity and environmental 

Over the past decade, 

parallel with development and """"Ui','" 

practice of the changing 

will be explored in more detail 

developing H .. "AV"'" 

vocal presence in the emllf(mTIaerltal 

26 

21 

In references for 
Coastal Manag;em,em 
Sustainable Coastal Development in South 
In Haberrnas' s sense of everyday social 

and citing of pedagogic 

example,between 

reInaJtns on ,",UI.l",a;UVH 

South 

moment it 

III 

internationally, in 

The social 

and internationally 

to that, as 

have come to have an increasingly 

two U,",'_GU,,",", a shift has 

will be used to indicate the publication: 
Policy Paper: Towards 
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occurred away from a preservationist or conservationist approach emphasising the 

maintenartce of the natural environment in as pristine a state as possible, to an approach 

which emphasises the linkages between humans and the natural environment, and sees 

environmental management as a tool for improving human well-being. 

This shift has been reflected in environmental discourses in two obvious ways - firstly 

through the adaptation of the meaning of existing keywords, and secondly through the 

construction of new ones.28 The concept of "conservation" has been redefined in 

environmental discourse to include a broader perspective, as can be seen in the World 

Conservation Strategy's 1980 definition of conservation as "the management of human 

use of the biosphere so that it may yield greatest sustainable benefit to present 

generations, while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future 

generations" (IUCNIUNEPIWWF, 1980). One of the new keywords to have emerged 

during the 1980s is the concept of "sustainable development". The philosophy of 

sustainable development is summed up in the preamble to Agenda 21, the. action plan . 

which emerged from the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, which state that: "integration of 

environment and development concerns and greater attention to them will lead to the 

fulfilment of basic needs, improved living standards for all, better protected and 

managed ecosystems and a safer, more prosperous future" (DEAT, 1998:4). 

Many different strands continue to exist within the environmental movement, 

accompanied by a variety of discourses. A distinct "conservation discourse" can still be 

observed, alongside a newer (and by no means itself unified) "discourse of sustainable 

development". In exploring interdiscUrsivity in the two South African coastal 

management policies, a shift can be discerned from a conservation discourse in the CE 

Policy to a sustainable development discourse in the Green Paper. As Fairclough 

(1995: 188) points out, however, discourses rarely conform to ideal types, and are 

usually characterised by a degree of heterogeneity and ambiguity. 

The difference between the two discourses can be seen in their different constructions of 

the desired relationship between the environment and development. In its pure form, 

conservation discourse recognises the need for human use of natural resources, but 

28 Discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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stresses the importance u ... , ........... , .. J.,!; their so that future can 

continue to use In this discourse, development is portrayed as a necessary 

impact minimised. Sustainable development discourse, on the 

other acknowledges need for human development as ... ..,' ..... "''''''' 

and sees environmental management (rather than conservation per se) as important 

facilitating and providing the basis for this development An analysis samples 

from two policies will reveal evidence different constructions 

relationship between environment and development, and of the shift from 

conservation to ""''''U'''V''''' development. 

Conservation discourse in the CE Policy 

A Policy for Coastal Management in the Republic of South Africa, published by 

the "",,V'<4J.u.'U for the Environment in 1989 and 1991. was written under circumstances in 

which was to a extent dominant in South African 

government The relationship which conservation atSiCOlurS constructs between 

Sample d below, from the environmental conservation and develop111ent can be seen 

CE Policy Part 1. 

Sample d: 

Coastal zone management implies the conservation and utilization of the coast 

as a dynamic ecosystem in the interface between the land and the sea. The overall aim 

is therefore to ensure that development in the coastal zone, which should 

regarded as a common heritage of the is such a way as to benefit 

the number of people possible, while at the same safeguarding 

intrinsic environmental features and ecological processes of the coast. This implies wise 

use of the coast and its resources and encompasses the concept of both optimal 

uu,>t,.:,t<'UU'ft and protection of the coasteli environment. 

Effective CZM as outlined above, depends on ';)V~'ftu. balanced land-use planning 

control over 

.. subdivision of land 

.. curbs on industrial development, public works, or infrastructure which could 

elsewhere 
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.. avoidance of practices in the catchments, estuaries or at sea, which can 

deleterious to the proper functioning of the coastal ecosystem. 

Had such an approach adopted the past much degradation of the coastal zone 

could have been avoided. (CE, 1989:4) 

In this discourse the importance of development is reCOgIllsc::a the of 

"utilization coast", "development the coastal zone" and "use the coast 

and resources" are acknowledged, as is need to greatest number of 

people possible". At times, however, the for balance is asserted balancing 

COltlSe:rvllt1()ll" with "utilization", "safeguarding intrinsic environmental features 

and ecological coast" benefiting the number, 

"protection" with "utilization". discourse, conservation and are at 

theoretically of importance. The in which "development" are 

discussed, however. are negative ones - "control" over subdivision, "curbs" on 

industrial development and "avoidance" "deleterious" practices. practice, 

development so far (possibly the wrong kind) has been associated with "degradation of 

coastal which "could avoided". The 

development seems to be that it is a ne4~essa:ry evil, which should 

from coastal zone wherever possible. 

Sustainable development discourse in the Green Paper 

The Department of Environmental Affairs 

Towards Sustainable Coastal Development 

Tourism's Coastal Policy Paper: 

Africa was v ... 'vu."u. .... 'y in 1998 

different curnstanc:es, in the context of a new democratically-elected government 

In Africa and a broadening environmental movement. The en'vlf()nrneIUal 

discourse within Green relationship and 

development very differently from the CE Policy, as can seen in the following 

","vlr .. ",·t- which provides evidence for identifying a discourse of sustainable development: 
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Samplee: 

Our coast is a rich national heritage that provides enormous to the people 

South Africa. It offers many opportunities for future economic and social development, 

particularly under-developed areas of our country. 

At present, the value of coastal as a cornerstone for development is not 

decision-making. Our valuable coastal and future development 

opportunities, will be squandered ' we maintain health and 

productivity of coastal ecosystems. South Africa needs to in coastal management 

to realise sustain the benefits and opportunities the coast offers. A radical new 

approach is to manage coastal resources wisely and to harness them for ' 

sustainable coastal 'development. A Coastal Policy is in achieving this 

The Paper sets out a new approach to coastal management that aims to: 

• realise coastal benefits 

• coastal benefits 

• promote proactive and CO··UL'eri:lU lve governance. 1998:vi} 

In both development important, the 

connotations of the word "conservation" are rejected favour of the term 

mEma,gernel1t' . What is from Sample however, is the way the 

relationship between the two is constructed. this discourse development 

....... ''''''''''l''r''..., positively, in "opportunities economic and 

being a for development", and the key 

COIlcelot of "sustainable '"'V'::I";oL'''l development". other significant of this 

discourse is a strong one, in which coast "provides enormous benefits", 

ecosystems have a "value" and "productivity" and coastal are "valuable". 

acknowledgement of "under-developed areas of our country" need for the 

cmmttv to "investin management" are part of this economic element. The 

ec4:m()ffi]lC theme in and 

disicours:e are Ul;:,,",U,.,,,, .. ,u more fully in 

UUV"'~~'Av •• ~interms "marketisation" 
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from seven government officials, six 111'\'"'''''''''' academics, two professionals and a 

group from the Council for ~clent1l1c and Industrial (CE, 1991 All ofthese 

have a specialised area of knowledge within the field coastal 

management, which is thus shown as preserve of those ""'''~,..''''u'''.,... as experts, 

creating an tone to document. 

of the production of the Paper, on other hand, shows a much more 

collective approach, from both "specialists" and non-specialist "interested 

affected . Coastal management the of policy formulation are 

constructed in terms democratic discourse which holds they are of concern to 

all and can be participated in by all. suggests, the transition from the 

to the Paper,a .... """ ..... u.u,5 of the "framing" of policy formulation, Bernstein's 

sense. As points "[w]here is weak, acquirer more 

control want to apparent) over communication and 

base" (Bernstein, 1996:27). Weak Bernstein argues; by 

an "invisible pedagogic practice" in which rules of regulative and instructional 

discourse are implicit, and largely unknown to the acquirer" (Bernstein, 1996:28). 

The production process is described in Green Paper as follows: 

Sampleg: 

Paper is the product of extensive input from interested and affected parties 

and coastal specialists and managers. It is not possible to list, by name, all those who 

have contributed to this effort. What must be made clear, however, is the Green 

could not prepared without this input and support - it has a 

collective (GP, 1998:Acknowledgements) 

Sampleh: 

This Coastal Policy Green Paper the result of an extensive process of public 

participation and reflects aims and interests of a range of stakeholders who 

live and along the coast. (GP, 1998: i) 

29 Bernstein's emphasis. 
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extracts reflect in South u .... ' ......... policy documents over last 

....... '..,Q,\j, .... of a democratic in which "interested and affected or 

"stakeholders" are upon by professional facilitators to participate in a "process of 

participation" - Uli:l,I.,.U.:l>.:'I\;iU in more detail 5. In addition playing the 

of author of the text, ... ...,.\t""/~'t Management facilitated a "Q.'CUJ •• -

prclce!;s to involve sectors public in policy formulation, drawing out recording 

contributions in of "issues" to be their "vision" the coast, 

options" and "legal and institutional options" for coastal management and later. 

comments on the 

of the effects of the approach Paper is a degree 

of anonymity of the actual authors, despite the fact that the names of the ·· ... 1''t''\t''''~'t 

Management Team", "Policy Committee" and Ke.glOnal Managers" are in the 

Acknowledgements. the Policy, with 

document can directed, the Green 

... v ............. to Bernstein's This 

accompanying the 'u""<>Ir.~ .. 

authors to whom praise or blame 

collective author is and 

pedagogic 1-' ...... ",.".", 

the aspects of Foucault's "rules of formation" which determine limits and 

form of appropriation" discourse is how the relationship ofthe to its 

au.'lJ.UI is indicated and (Burchell et al., :59). Fairclough 

anthropologist Goffinan's production: the one 

who actually types one who is the wording, 

"principal" - the one whose position (Fairclough, 1992:78). In Part 1 

of the Policy, Dr Heydom is designated both animator and author, while the 

Council for the Environment and its Coastal and Systems are 

as The Foreword 2(1991:1) shows MrS 

.,CI1meleI of the 

.... """"ruTI and a Ulr ... v" ....... 

,-,V'WU-"H and Committee 

of Environment was the U1U.lJ.U,l"V~ 

of the ,"-,Vluu,n played the role 

being the principal. 

Dr 

with the 

case of the individual .... V~l., .... 'ualn., from the Management 

were the M~magelneJnt Team as a ulnnl"" was the author 

who ratified the wording Detore the document was released. principal is 
44 
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a little more - is it Coastal Management Policy Program.nte, Policy 

Committee or the Department of Environmental and Tourism? The cover 

document no name of any page shows 

Department of Environmental Affairs Tourism as principal, while back cover 

has logo of Coastal Management Policy Programme, Foreword explains that 

"the Ministry has appointed a ... "' ...... " Committee representative of government and civil 

society to prepare the • and preamble states "the '-'v .. "' ........ Management 

Policy Programme was initiated by Ministry of Environmental 

Tourism", The complex institutional relationships are thus explained. but not a SlrnlDle 

or accessible manner. resultant effect is one of a identity the document, 

reflects tensions between the CMPP's Committee and the Department 

over is really the owner ofthe .... £' ....... " 30 Ultimately. it will be the policy of the 

ministry. but power is being Policy as a "significant 

partnership between Government civil society" (GP, 1998:ii). 

Distribution of the policies 

looking at the distribution component of the practice the two ..... ""LA ... A ... "'. it 

is to .... v''''''.' ......... Foucault's question: "How is the relationship institutionalized 

between discourse, speakers and its (Burchell et at, 1991 :59). 

can partly answered by looking at the declared audience of of the.policies. 

J of the Policy is not specific about intended audience, but following 

AV,. ... " .... t-" from the Introduction provide a sense of 

Sample i: 

It these reasons that a high priority has of the LUli4flCU 

for Environment, aimed at assisting the responsible authorities with the 

development of a sound policy for coastal zone management for South Africa ... 

set'tm!! out basic principles for a South African CZM policy, sight must not be lost of 

the fact that allowances must made for the special perceptions of the various groups 

30 The and did not become closely involved with the fonnulation 
process until after the publication of the Green at which they asserted the need to 
take ownership of the policy, some tension between themselves and the Policy 
Committee. 
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Df Dur pDpulatiDn that either live in cDastal ZDne Dr want to' use recreatiDnal 

purpDses. Inherent in this is an educatiDnal cDmpDnent to' ensure that an infDrmed 

public can meaningfully participate in matters relevant to' CZM. (CE, 1989:2) 

In Sample d, authorities" are implied as main audience - the 

policy being fonnulated to assist The (soon-to-be) "infortned are 

implied as a secondary audience, but this is specifically The sentence which 

that "allowances be made" for these perceptions is a tentative 

acknowledgement ofthe of the public than the "private 

individuals who care about protection coast" (see j below). The 

particular reference to special perceptions of the groups of our population" 

is picked up Chapter 4. Part 2 CE is more specific - section entitled 

"Purpose of the ..... ""' ...... u"'~u 

Samplej: 

These guidelines have been put tDgether fDr the useDf 

II prDfessiDnal planners 

II gDvernment Dfficials who. carry respDnsibility fDr the implementatiDn Df cDastal ZDne 

management 

II tDwn clerks and all their staff charged with any aspect Df cDastal develDpment 

II municipal and IDcal authDrity engineers 

II prDperty develDpers and cDnstructiDn, mining and quarrying cDmpanies 

II envirDnmental cDnsultants, architects, landscape architects and engineers who. 

undertake envirDnmental evaluatiDns Dr impact assessments 

II the many private individuals who. care abDut the prDtectiDn Df Dur CDast against 

human pressures." (eE, 1991:2) 

The document is thus intended a very specific audience, of 

professionals civil servants day-to-day work impacts upon the coast 

(in sense narrow land-sea interface). contributes to the elitist tone of the 

document. The only mention the rest society comes in many 

........ ".,.1t'" individuals who care about the protection of our coast a]:;';UU,;)L ever-increasing 

human ....... "".",,,, .. "'''' . This is a fascinating sentence because it 1""'''''',1" .... as one 
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of the policy discourse a member of the public who marked out as different 

rest public - is in fact given the opposing label "private". The fact that 

lllULlVluu;alS. who "care", unlike the public, are working "against ever-

AU,",,,, "'''""UJl6 human31 pressures" means that they are portrayed as having different 

nt ...... "'·t'" from those of the rest of the public I subject, the caring, 

individual, is n""'''''''''1t for the Environment policy. 

pr()te:ss14omu "'.J..., ...... managers. planners, engineers 

Paper makes no mention intended audience - rather it nn'rtr~~v'" 

policy as a work-in-progress, with the South African public, and particularly "' .. 1"1t<>, ..... 

it, as participants in its formulation. 

intended audience: 

Samplek: 

public are also, by implication, 

debate around issues and policy 7111,'nll"""> of this document to 

O'f}l:IOllS that have been O'PJ1PJ'1ntp'fl combination of specialist 

stakeholder input. I urge this 

Dr Z Pallo Jordan, Minister and Tourism; 1998:i) 

Sample I: 

The programme aims to ensure that all stakeholders will have the opportunity to 

participate in all stages of the policy formulation process, thereby broad 

ownership and a commitment to the final policy ... 

extensive process of public participation has' been the cornerstone for the 

development Similar levels will be 

maintained stages of the programme... J998:iii-iv) 

The idealistic Africans" in Sample k is more vague reference 

to "all stakeholders" Sample 1, without specifYing are 

defined - the invisibility factor uu"uu,v .... "u. 

subject of policy is constructed as a neutral SHiKCJ:IOliUCC 

stakeholders. there is great variation between 

31 
My own "'UIOJ""·"'''' 47 

case, the 

status to all 

and interests of these 
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stakeholders. The \,.1."" .. 1.1,,,,, ... of those receiving infonnation on the policy fonnulation 

process includes jJvJ' .. n" ........ '" and officials from local, provincial and national government 

and representatives unions, non-governmental or~~an:lsal1orlS (NGOs). 

community-based On~aJ1l1SaltlOns. recreation bodies, and large 

industries/rnines/parastatals32
• This list also reveals that. individual members of 

the public have included on request, the emDn~lSls IS more on 

representative or~~anlsaltloI1S than on individuals . .r.o.UHV'.JI'.'" variety of Green 

Paper's IS ~H""l\."',\,.I. the unitying / of "stakeholder", the 

ambivalence within document33 reveals that the authors are clearly aware of this 

variety. As Fairclough points out, more than one intended "''''''''''',.1'''''' 

heterogeneity and ambivalence within a discourse sample. 

Another feature of the of "stakeholder" 

often a source of 

that this document 

is a draft which a broader process of consultation. stakeholder is thus 

constructed as a or partner, participating on an other 

stakeholders and policy in its concept of 

"stakeholder" is because it gives a sense individuals / 

, organisations a or material interest of the coast. 

3.3 Interpretation and coherence of the Green Paper 

A study of the COlllSUll111:>tiCITI or interpretation of discourse can in uncovering 

the way in which ideologically invested. Reader res:eaJrch on actual 

interpretation Fairclough, can the 

ideological and the way in I"nl,p.T,~nr·,p' or ambivalence 

are set up within a 1995:62). Foucault asks a question: "How is 

struggle for control conducted between v .... "'''' ... '''. U,"'U\,'Ul). u .. ,"' .... ,..,u.~. cultural 

or ethnic collectivities?" (Burchell et at, 1991 :59-60). But in view, 

Foucault's lack of an overt on resistance and struggle creates imtJlres~;ion of 

subjects of a discourse powerless. Fairclough believes a weakness in 

Foucault's work, of the study of practice, instances of 

people doing or or (Fairclough, VIew, a 

32 These sectors are reflected in the COIlrtpOSlt1()n of the Policy Committee page ii). 
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Gramscian notion of hegemony is in analysing discourse, including of . 

interpretation, as it allows the idea struggle over an unstable equilibrium. 

According to Fairclough, the ''''''''''1'''''' although often 

treated as a property is actually a property of interpretation "In so far as 

IJV,"U'JUi:> and automatically these connections, they are 

subjected by and to the and this an important the 'work' 

of texts discourses 'interpellating' subjects" (Fairclough, 1992:84). 

is one "whose constituent parts ... are meaningfully related so that the text as a 

whole 'makes , even there may be relatively formal of 

meaningful relationships - that relatively little explicit cohesion34 (1992:83). Texts 

set up positions that will make a number of connections 

may not explicitly but which rest on ideological 

... "''', ....... .., .. ,,, .. .,. "In so far as interpreters and automatically 

these connections, are being subjected by tothe text" and its ideological work 

(1992:84). readers are not always uncritical- "resistant are also possible, 

form a "mode of hegemonic struggle over the articulation of elements" 

(1992:136). Where are CO][Ur,lUICWC)TIS within a text, interpreters may resolve 

or they resist 

consumption or interpretation ofthe Policy is difficult to a.,~,..",,;). as there is no 

spe:Cl!llC evidence available. policy is a final document, the authors make no 

mention of seeking from of the document, contributing 

impression a somewhat closed and exclusive policy formulation process. 

Plenty of evidence 

suomlSSlOilS by 

ntenm~tation of the Paper is - 10 

and of feedback workshops. Evidence "resistant 

A.~~nH of overall "sustainable coastal development" thrust Green 

came largely written comment on the document. It should be noted 

that most of the written comment came from sectors traditionally holding a 

conservation-orientated position, including NGOs, local ratepayers' and 

33 

34 
To be discussed later in this chapter. 
"Cohesion", as to "coherence", is dealt with in Chapter 4 as part of detailed textual 
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conservation or~;arJl1SaLtl0!ns, scientific community and environmentally-concerned 

sectors more likely to put forward a prc)-:-dleve:l01)ment civil "PT""""nr", 

perspective did 

comments. 

workshops, they were much less likely to 

"'Tn.,. • .., due to the historical make-up of organised public 

participation on environmental issues in South Africa, with a bias towards edllclllte(l, 

literate, ............. ' .. __ 

As an aside, this 

white communities. 

interesting evidence in support of Gee's theory 

",,,,,,,n...:!,,. acquisition by non-dominant social groups. difficulty 

held in areas ... OJ."' .... "'. communities who had a low level of formal education .""u, ........... 

to PaJ11Clpams as educational encounters, in which Inl,~C!r'll'\n 

vAl"''''''''''''''''''' ...... rn11l"1.on by facilitators.35 Participants in 

. theymay 

through the .u ...... "'."' ... 

access to a number of "community 

access to the sophisticated 

participation in the policy formulation came 

issues they considered importanland·through 

aC1<::nowu~agernlent of their interests, both mediated by the Project 

the policy ...... u"'."'. An interview with the Project Manager 

Glavovic, confirmed this: "What's reIlectea m an Policy Progrmmnlle, 

appendix," """r'nr,nl to Glavovic, "are the concerns and attitudes 

came workshops. They have been addressed, in that those concerns are 

poverty, sustainable livelihoods etc." 36 Ultimately, though, these 

concerns were through the mediation of the policy 

and 

while 

as 

++"' .. '''' .... + kinds of resistant 

document's attempted balance 1'\"'1':.,~>""" en'iflr()mneJt1t and development. 

cOlnrrlents on Green Paper show ........ ,11 ...... of two 

a pro-development tended to 

come DU~;IDiess sector watching out for developer, 

fro,m trade unions and community-based specific 

.... u .. ""'''"u .... but were largely supportive ofthe new participation 

3S 

36 
Informal interview with Bruce Glav()vic, 1999. 
Informal interview with Bruce Glavovic, 1999. 
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process. A coastal property development organisation37 commented favourably on the 

Green Paper in comparison with what it perceived as "the prevailing conservation bias" 

of other recent environmentally-orientated policy documents: 

Samplem: 

This Green Paper, although focused on one sectoral vision, is a vast improvement on 
, 

several of the recent Green Papers. This draft Policy has at least escaped the prevailing 

conservation bias and acknowledges the wide range of planning issues to be addressed. 

Representatives of a parastatal concerned with the coast, also part of the pro

development lobby, went so far as to criticise the policy for being too conservation

orientated: 

Samplen: 

There was a feeling that this focused too much on . 'green ' issues and not sufficiently on 

social and economic development, which are implied but not given enough emphasis. 

The majority of resistant readings of the overall thrust of the Green Paper, however, 

came from the opposite angle; Many ofthe conservation-orientated stakeholder sectors 

resisted the carefully constructed balance between conservation and development 

contained within the notion of "sustainable coastal development". A major scientific 

research organisation criticised the Green Paper for failing to achieve what it wpuld 

view as "a good balance", in other words a balance in favour of conservation, which 

recognises the "intrinsic value" of coastal resources: 

Sample 0: 

However, we consider that the Green Paper has failed to achieve a good balance 

between ecological, social and economic considerations in coastal management. In 

particular, sufficient attention has not been given to the effective management of natural 

coastal resources in, order to ensure the long term sustainability of social and economic 

opportunities on the coast ... 

37 Descriptions of organisations commenting are provided rather than names, in the interests of 
confidentiality. 
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The vision reflects a 

value and gives 

t.:Vit.!.)t,Ul resources which is primarily 

to their intrinsic value. 

clearly in Sample p, in the VV'."'U.,.vH~" 

it sees as an abandonment 

on their use 

a national 

"purpose for 

Struggle over the text 

environmental NGO on 

developing the policy" . 

Paper. which fonn a kind 

...... "' ... "'c'h ....... comments are made on Green 

analysis of their own. 

"future development DrC)SDleclts are enC)ml0lIS' , interpreting 

imply "change". means physical vu.:>.Uj::.V 

interface, as discussed 

Samplep: 

Perhaps our biggest of the' Green Paper is the overall thrust 

to 

land-sea 

document. 

The purpose for developing the policy is to "safeguard South Africa's national heritage 

, and to address community we feel that (unintentionally?) too 

now being put onto of the coast. 

terminology, e.g. futuredevelopmentprospects are enormous" this 

in with the principles and environmentalprotection?) the 

"Principles" section of the UVI!';Uf,rtt;ftt, states "To of sustainable 

coastal mr.rnn'p'~;m~nl are coastal development, 

The term "development" ,,#1''' .. ..,.0 and may therefore be in direct conflict with 

conservation principles - some areas do not need to be changed. 

In a similar way, another en'II1f()nrne!ltaJ NGO picked up the shift in "'H!.uU'~i:Uill .... .,.'ruTl"""" 

government documents on (for example, the 

Paper - "from one on protection, to one that appears to Drc)mote 

economic development": 

Sample 

development of a coastal policy stemmed from a call to protect our coast from 

rampant and often inappropriate omne1Zl, by integrating and co-ordinating the 

array of legislation and responsibility. However, the emphasis in 

has shifted from one focusing on protection, to one that appears to 

and 

economic development. The needfor 1AJ;'rrlO .... ,:>t't' areas and limited development coastal 
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resorts, which are valued 

recreational and aesthetic 

lays the golden egg ", 

as well as South Africansfor their 

be emphasized to prevent "killing the goose 

Interestingly, the word "appears" 

...:> .... UI.lJL ... p, seems to indicate that 

perhaps been led .::tVu ..... "" 

Sample q, like the 

commentators feel that 

cannot really mean 

the goose that lays the golden 

m::arKletu;ed discourse of the ........... "'u 

in 

n1''''U",,,,,, of the policy 

they "appear" to be 

is an interesting 

which stresses the 

metaphor 

one because it supports 

ec()nC)mllC value of coastal resources. 

In a further pro-environment .... v" ... "' .... " .. , a local coastal uu ................... u denied any UUL.UIl 

balance in the Green Paper, a resistant reading that position was 

"development should take precedence over the need for environmental conservation": 

Sampler: 

It is of concern that 

development should 

statements give the ml"l!1'p"~~",i:1rln that the interests of 

r:m:~ceirJe1:ICe over the need for emltrlmll~e1:!tal conservation 

rather than aimingfor a sustainable balance that most 

developable areas have already been developed, the policy must ensure that the" 

creation of economic opportunities for previously disadvantaged communities does not 

compromise areas where any form of development is inr.mnlrOlrJri,aie" 

In a similar 

concerns "should 

a COltlSe:rvIUlC)n parastatal was 

r""~rr1'nrIU consideration 

in arguing that environmental 

issues": 

Samples: 

While it is accepted that the policy caters for constitutional issues and in 

the broader socio-economic picture of the country, our own perspective is that a healthy 

environment, 

areas should 

,,,fl',,,,,,, ... ,,,,,..., conservation and consideration of ecologically 

consideration in policy issues. 

The resistant " .......... UU,f;.'" Green Paper are " .. 5.uJ.J'''' .... "'"' - particularly 

conservation feel that the supposed the document 

by pro-

biased 
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in favour of development. This "'" .. " ....... vv ",nf"Uf'" that .... """ ... ,'"'" of the policy are not 

W£A£' ..... £ 1 um;ODlplamm);!; subjects identities are shaped without even being 

aware of it. they are subjects, participating in an an<mI1Jt 

discourse back to what they consider a more appropriate balance .. r","""'" environment 

and development. The that are also readings from pro-

development lobby shows the discourse of the is open to interpretation 

In different though the reading aPI)eWrS to be more prevalent. 

evidence of resistant readings and tensions between subjects of the policy 

can seen as an example of what following would term 

hegemonic struggle . discourse practice in civil society. Although some cases 

discourse practice '~naturalises" ideologies and power relations to the point 

are for and not questioned, this is clearly not the case here. Contrasting 

interpretations Green reflect a broader over nature of 

environmental movement in South Africa, which will be discussed further in 5. 

In closing, it should be noted that the samples above are the overtly critical 

CmllIrlents found a pile of over feedback from 

stakeholders, the majority of which were very positive about the Green Paper and'its 

overall thrust. above analysis shows, not that Green is fundamentally 

flawed, but simply that different readings of it are possible. In fact, Glavovic' s .view is 

"based on the we been in achieving a v ... u ....... n''''' 

between stakeholders' expectations. level, we have 

deliberately sought to address the health, diversity productivity of coastal 

ecosystems and the coast as a of development opportunity. been 

sensitive to issue." agrees, however, "there is not necessmly a single answer 

way people read the Green Paper probably informed by the wide of their 

perspectives".38 

38 Infonnal interview with Bruce Glavovic, 1999. 
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Chapter 4 

Analysing the texts of the policies 

This chapter analyses a 

corresponding to the 

of extracts from two policy documents in some detail, 

of Fairclough's three-part analytical framework-

oftext. chapter the two research questions - "How do the 

discourses construct knowledge belief and do the construct 

identities and social relationships?" question, about knowledge and 

is addressed by exploring the micro properties of the texts contribute to . 

ideational meaning specifically "word meaning", "wording", "theme", "'trllI1"l<!1Ih 

and "cohesion". The additional "metaphor" is addressed only (within 

the section on theme), as it not a prominent feature ofthe policy Fairclough 

(1992: 169) that the emphasis in examining ideational should on 

"the of discourse 

systems of knowledge 

constituting, reproducing, challenging and restructuring 

belief'. 

The second question, about how texts construct identities and social relationships, is 

addressed by exploring micro properties of the texts which contribute 

. interpersonal - specifically "ethos" and "modality". Fairclough (1 138) 

also the "interactional control" and in contributing to the 

interpersonal function language, but these relate mainly to discourse in which 

are two 

ad,iresse:li here. 

(1992:137), is on 

participants, e.g. a conversation, and have tl1p,rl"t,nrp, not 

emphasis exploring interpersonal meaning, Fairclough 

ways in which social ""lQUVll.:> are exercised and social identities 

are discourse" and "how social rlP1'1TlT'1P<! are constructed 

re[1irO(lUceO, contested, restructured) in discourse". particular, Fairclough 

, .... tAr"'·.,t"'.r! m of cultural change, which the social or 'selves' 

associated with specific domains 

(Fairclough, 1992:137). 

It is worthwhile to remind 

institutions are redefined reconstituted" 

distinction between "ideational", 

'mtellJlers:onaJ ,and functions of language, a theoretical construction of the 
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of language which Fairclough draws from Halliday's "''''''·U'Tn 

linguistics 

experience, 

Fairclough 1995:6). The function represents the world 

interpersonal function identities and and 

the .v ...... , .... u runcucm the parts of a text to each other and the text to context. 

all of these and 1993:209). 

4.1 Exploring word meaning: "development" and "coast" 

According to (1992:236), an important of detailed textual analysis is 

the study of word meanings. Analysis of shifts in meaning attached to significant 

keywords can ideological processes within a QlSCOllfSle. Fairclough points out, 

I'h",hr ... ",,,'1"'< definitions, but can be word meanings are not always stable, as 

involved in of socio-cultural change ulhPo't"G> 

possibly 186). Word meaning can 

elements - 1,..,,,,,,,,,,,",, .. 11,, of significance in a 

variable, or potential of a word as a 

changing and 

examlmng dItlerent 

n,h,,,,,,,,, meanings are changing or 

nej~enlony and focus of 

struggle" 

potential may 

constitution of a 

on word meaning enables us to explore how "meaning 

ideologically and politically invested course of the discursive 

cultural concept" (1992:187). in winning acceptance for a 

new word meaning can be seen as a part of achieving nej~en!lOIl' (1992:190). In this 

section I shaH in the meaning keywords 

"development" the two policy assess 

these 

Word meaning: "development" 

One striking shift discourses of conservation and 

is the way which the COIICel()t of "development" is understood. 

Policy, the keyword IS the literal meaning 

significance 

development 

2 of the CE 

VHC; ..... ~''''. and a 

definition is provided legislation, reclucmg it to a list 

construction 
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Sample a: 

ye;;&IU'V'I&e;;IU is defined in I to the coastal regulations promulgated in terms 

1982 (Act 100 of 1982), and refers to thefollowing 

.. Clearing of land and removal 

/II) Development of picnic areas, F'Fll ... 'HlF1Yi parks or ,,,..,'ug;,,e;; 

"OI":rU'l>1 of any buildings 

etc .... 1991:7) 

use ofthe narrow, meaning of development in the Policy is 

a15:cour~:e as Uli:l.",Ui>i>";;U last chapter, in which 

change to the environment 

tolerated, but which should minimised wherever jJv.,.,u.,,l .... , 

which must be 

strictly""'''''''''''' 

unavoidable. The keyword development thus comes to have negative 

connotations, and an opposition is set up between the negative concept of 

positive concept of conservation39
• 

Green Paper, 

sense relating to the 

population: 

COIltrast oelllrles development a broader and more 

economIc aa'VaIICe~ml::nt country 

Sampleb: 

Development is 

South Africans. 

to meeting basic needs improving the quality of life of all 

this broad sense 'to economic concerns, such as 

decreasing poverty and promoting investment, employment and wealth creation, and to 

social concerns such as education, community relations and 

1998:xxii) 

has clearly been a major shift here in meaning potential word 

"development", ideological 

South Africa40
• to 

...,""'V'I ........... with the new political order in 

Dn.:'CC::~~lS of immediate physical change 

associated with "",,,,,.,,vu. the keyword now to processes on a broader 

39 The wording of the "conservation" is discussed in the next section. 
40 These shifts will be discussed fully in Chapter 5 in relation to social practice. 
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scale. These processes relate to ...... "" ......... ,.'" but broad activities as 

"employment" and "education", as well as intangibles like "quality and 

"empowerment", in order to broad goals like "meeting basic .... "" ... "'., .. --4i1ec:re~LSlIllg 

poverty" and "wealth . Development in this sense is pr(~se:nte:a as something 

unequivocally positive of "all South Africans", Paper's 

terms, there is no ..... ""',,, ..... ,,,,1'1 ... , .... """""iF"""' ..... looking after the development -

both can be achieved SlnlUll:an4;:OU 

What is interesting, is that this appears to be more a case meaning 

potential being broadened, of it having changed Wright 

(1997:18-19) discuss the whereby new discourses are institutional 

authority, including the important element of shifts in the of keywords. They 

note that, although new J.1£ ........... J.J.1",'" may dominate, previous ones can resurface. This is 

evident in Green n'k ...... the keyword "development" continues to be used in 

different of the text.. The keyword both in the broad 

for eX~rml)le, u ... , ............. VAV coastal or "the value of 

coastal ecosystems as a cOlnelrstcme development" 1998: vi), and in the 

narrow sense to to development. for '"" ........... nv, Uli:l"U.i:li:l.Ul1;; "nodal 

development" (1998:94) or "inappropriate development,.41 

In addition, the 

interpreted as more 

.... vp,u.", ... is sometimes used an way which can 

to the broad or the narrow C1el1nItI0Irl, depending on the 

for example, "Our coast provides many development 

It is likely that many of the Green Paper, 

by a conservationist 

perspective 

opportunities" 

particularly 

understand 

broad sense. 

ev€~IOl)mient In 

would continue to 

narrow sense, even ",nprp it is explicitly intended in 

ambiguity around such a discourse one 

key factors contributes to the heterogeneity of coherence within 

Green Paper as a whole, and the possibility interpretations 

centralll1"''''OQ,}::,'''' as discussed in Chapter 3. .... J'u~J.. the term "development" is 

accepted in political circles in South Africa of ideological 

within movement, which will discussed further in Chapter 
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Word meaning: "coast" 

A keyword with a meaning the two texts is the concept 

"the coasf'. is also in the meaning of the term within the Green Paper, 

adds to the ambiguity discussed above. At one the Green the 

coast as follows: 

Samplec: 

essence our coast is made up of the land that affected being near to sea and 

the sea that is affected by near to the Our coast is thus a distinct 

spatial area that gets its rn,'1r(Jrrl~~r mainly from the direct interaction between land and 

sea. Surrounding area of direct interaction are areas of indirect influence, 

extendingfrom inland mountain catchment areas to the Economic and 

beyond. Our coast is thus an area with a landward and a <'OrlnAlr, .. n boundary that. 

includes: 

• Coastal waters, extendfrom low water into the sea, up to 

it no longer influenced by land and associated 

• The coastline or sea-shore, which is the area between the low 

marks. 

water 

• Coastlands, which are inland areas above the high water mark that have an 

influence on or are influenced coastal waters. (GP, 1998:2) 

meaning keyword is somewhat ambiguous. one 

hand, a sense of definiteness is created by .... V~ ...... .LAU.U the coast as distinct but limited 

spatial area", the other hand, the inclusion of "coastlands" which are all areas that 

an influence on or are by coastal , creates a sense area 

indefinite or boundaries. In terms of this large inland areas 

whose is affected by proximity to sea, example, could be included in 

definition, This ambiguity is by of the document on the 

of the coast. for purposes coast is defined as region 60km ... n .... u.. 

from watermark to the continental (GP,1998:8) a very large 

41 In tenus positive defhiition of development referred to earlier, a notion like inappropriate 
development" to be an irnnl'l!'!!'!.hi 
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specific area, which includes, for example, the entire Cape, Durban and Port Elizabeth 

metropolitan areas. 

As an aside, the vagueness and ambiguity of the document may also contribute to its 

apparently weak framing in Bernstein's sense, referring to controls on communication 

associated with a discourse (Bernstein, 1996:19-28). The weaker framing of the Green 

Paper relative to the CE Policy can be seen in the variability of meaning of keywords, as 

well as the interactional visual design discussed in Chapter 1. Possibly the clearest 

indication of the weaker framing can be seen in the metadiscursive direct addresses to 

"you" the reader, printed in bold, and usually requesting comment on the document, for 

example, "Your feedback on these proposals is needed to formulate the final Coastal 

Policy" (GP, 1998:8t2• In answer to Bernstein's query about iIi whose interests changes 

in framing operate, this change appears to be in the interests of stakeholders in the 

policy formulation process, as part of the shift towards more meaningful public 

participation. The validity of this interpretation will be interrogated in Chapter 5, which 

looks at the social practice of public participation. 

Differences in interpretation of the Green Paper - outlined in Chapter 3 - include 

conflicting views on the appropriateness of coastal development. But these differences 

may be at least partly explained by the ambiguous meaning ofthe keyword "coast" in 

the document. If the coast is the very broad 60km-wide area, most people would 

acknowledge the need for development, even in its narrow sense as physical 

development of structures. If the coast is seen as the narrow area of direct land-sea 

interface, however, then many commentators from the environmental lobby would see 

any kind of physical development as undesirable. 

This kind of confusion is avoided in the more strongly framed CE Policy, which 

provides a broad definition of the coast in academic terms, but narrows it down clearly 

for the purposes of coastal management: 

42 Also see other such comments on pp. 76, 84, 88, 110, 111 and 127. 
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Sampled: 

... experience in of the world shown that is most successful 

those countries where it is confined to a relatively narrow coastal It includes 

actual coastal features such as lakes, lagoons, estuaries, dunes, beaches, rocky 

(,H.('l,ro(' and, in some cases, offshore order to control measures in the 

actual coastal strip of South Africa, regulations were promulgated in terms of the 

Environment Conservation 1982 (Act 100 of 1982) as an interim measure. 

According to regulations all activities within a 1000m wide >'U1"'/'1""7<' of the 

high-water mark are subject to permit requirements. Such an arbitrary line is, however, 

undesirable and the precise landward boundary of this coastal strip is now being 

determined the provincial administrations Cape and (CE, 1989:3) 

meaning potential ofthe keyword "coast" is more clearly limited here, and is 

echoed the emphasis discourse on and exact measurement, than 

vagueness or ambiguity. is successful UTh","'", it "confined" to a "narrow" 

South Africa's coast is defined as an "actual" strip with "actual" coastal 

t .. <>t" .. ,~(! The definition of the strip as being 1 OOOm wide, although it is an exact one, is 

seen as "arbitrary" and and will followed by an to determine 

"the precise" landward boundary, corresponding to biophysical reality ofthe coast. 

feeling of security created by precision and accuracy be related to 

construction of coastal zone management as an accurate and as 

discussed 

aspect of the meaning potential of the keyword relates to two 

"'''''&.LV.L''' of the terms of the "' .... ,""Tl carried out 

The Green and interests a broad range of stakeholders who 

live and wore" i). This contrast with mention in 

Policy ofthe groups 

zone or want to use it for recreational purposes" (CE, 1989:2). first example45 

acknowledges existence of economic activity through mention of 

those work The CE Policy example, on hand, only living 

43 

44 

CZM stands for "coastal zone management" a term used in the Council for the Environment 
era as opposed to the term "coastal management" used in the Green 
My emt:)haslS. 
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recreation. In broad alternative constructions of the can seen 

here - one of the coast as economic zone, and the other of the I 

conservation area. This reflects ideological underpinnings of the two discourses of 

conservation and sustainable elCllplllen.t. as explored in Chapter 

4.2 Exploring wording: "sustainable coastal development" 

Fairclough (1992:77) suf;tf;tests that a further focus for textual on level of 

vocabulary is on and their political significance, 

upqn such issues as how dOlmams of experience may be as part of social and 

political struggles". to Fairclough (1992: 190-191), are always 

alternative ways of ... - giving meaning to - particul~ domains of 

experience, which in a particular way, 

•• u ..... QJl or . He gives as an VA"' .. Up 

or "flood" with a 

New wordings new "lexical items", which 

a particular theoretical, 

wording of an "influx" 

(1992:190-191). 

ideological 

perspectives, for "'.n.<U".J~V, notion of "consciousness-raising". 

Shore and Wright (1997:18-19) also address the question creation of new 

keywords as part which new ,,,,,,."'''1''''',,,,,, are given institutional 

authority. Where new succeed in attracting mass popular support, as well as 

succeeding in cmnpet11tl0I1S within the "political and Wright term them 

"mobilizing ..... "·1'<>~ ... hr'1''''· The extent to coastal 

development" has or could beC:OIrle a mobilizing metaphor considered in this section. 

The use of the v",""rnr.r.rn "sustainable coastal development" Green Paper, 

reflecting its of sustainable development, can seen as a rewording of the 

keyword "conservation" in the CE Policy, which that document's conservation 

discourse. This is what Fairclough describes as ideologically-based "rewording of 

domains Fairclough's (1992:236-237) for 

analysing contrast the this central meaning 

(conservation I development) is two texts, and 

45 Although this CA<1C1l1111C "'-1'>"''''''' recreation, this is meltltioned elsewhere in the Green 
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'''''',,"'''LU'''''' how intertextual relations are drawn on in process. I will 

ideological of "sustainable coastal development" as a new 

and will assess extent to which it has a "mobilizing metaphor" 

Wright's 

wording of "conservation" in the CE Policy can seen clearly in the 

"',,"'I'."'''', which also intertextual relations 

In an example intertextuality" 

which the wording 

Faircloligh, 1992: 233); 

text on to quote a definition of conservation the World Conservation 

Sample e: 

These guidelines focus on environmental conservation of the coast. That is, 

principle of development which blends with and minimizes impact upon the natural 

environment. Conservation this fashion encompasses the concept of wise use of 

.-O"£>7I.-r£,,, so that of people can enjoy the coastline in perpetuity. 

the to the Word Conservation Strategy., drawn 

by the International Union for the Conservation and Natural Resources in 

1980. 

conservation "''''7r<YY,",''' must therefore involve all types 

of pristine areas for reference purposes to the management 

sut'iec'ted 0 intensive modification by human activity. (CE, 1991:6-7) 

next sample, Green Paper, way which the "'"v ........ .. 

relating to the en'flr(>DIltlerltal goals of coastal has been .... urn .. " .. " 

meaning 

"conservation" to sustainable coastal development". Although there no ........ u_u. 

intertextuality, intertextual relations are drawn on the wording teon 

"sustainable COiilSli1l1 development", which is on the more general teon 

46 

. 47 

eVf~IOl)mlent , as used both in literature in environmental 

and in particular documents, , .. "' .......... 1"."" Agenda 21. 47 

In Bourdieu's (1991) sense . 
The Agenda 21 understanding of "sustainable development" is conveyed in "''''''1-'''''' 3. 
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Samplef: 

Broadly defined, the phrase sustainable development means: meeting the needs of the 

present generation without compromising ability,offuture generations to meet 

their own needs. Thouifh the concept of sustainable development is subject of 

academic it is widely seen tis an important goal for public policy the 

international and local context. Given this fact, and based on input from a wide range 

of interested and affected parties, including leaders in the field of coastal management 

in Africa, the proposed theme and focus for Coastal Policy sustainable 

coastal development ... 

.'\'1111tflJ'nfl,hlp coastal development draws attention to complex inter-connections 

nOr'IAlo<n. the biophysical, cultural, and political components that make up 

coastal system. It draws attention to the important issues of equity within and between 

generations, and to the relationships between humans and other species. concept 

and- .. VLti'''C;'' attention on inter-connections between eC(.)IOJ~IClal n. tr:,.,.,. .. 1:M I basic 

equity, as well as the relationship population wealth and poverty. 

highlights the challenge of deciSion-making under conditions of uncertainty and makes 

explicit the linkage between and public policy. 

In summary, sustainable coastal development aims to enhance the capacity of current 

and future generations to their human potential, the context of 

maintaining diverse, healthy and productive coastal ecosystems, in a manner that 

minimises harm to other life-forms. {GP, 1998:xxi-xxii) 

first aragr~lph of the "' .... u ... ,.'" IS t-"' ... ""i-" .... ,... because it is essentially a justification of 

the intertextual use concept of sustainable development, in an attempt to forestall 

possible objections a specific of readers. for justification 

because controversial nature of the concept, not South government 

........ ''"' ... ''''''. where it now has currency48, the environmental movement here and 

abroad. The term development" as "ambiguous and 

open to a range of interpretations, many of which are contradictory" (WWF I 

ruCNI 

48 

,-,.n,J'-J. 1991 :6). particular, term has inaccurately. 

See Chapter 5 on the social practice of policy formulation and the environmental movement. 
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interchangeably with "sustainable growth", which is a contradiction 

implying that infinite growth is on the finite natural 

resources. According to (in Ghai and Vivian (eds), 1995 the term 

"sustainable IS: 

"similar to many 

said, lies in their 

in the very it can be 

gu~:mc:~ss. 'Sustainable development' means different to 

'~,.. •• w"_' eJl1vlrorl1I1<~nt.al planners, economists and environmental activists, 

although the term is often as if consensus concerning desirability. 

'motherhood" and 'God', development is invoked by dlttenent 

groups of people iIi of various and goals, both abstract and 

concrete." 

It is this debate which is hinted at in Sample f. The phrase subject of .... , ,"' ... 'I..iHl;Lv 

debate" acknowledges the existence opinions by readers, and 

these views with an nU'I..i11\ .. ".,U,Q.1 and therefore valid status. The "widely 

seen" and the mention international and local, "a wide of . 

interested affected and the more high-status in the field 

management" are used to 111(4L;:>11.,,"1 support for use of the as a unifying 

one, despite the criticisms which can made of it. 

The ideological significance ofthe new lexical "sustainable development" 

can seen In next paragraph, which a new between humans and the 

environment is constructed. Although is not argued very clearly, wording of 

"sustainable coastal development" is to code a relationship in human 

well-being directly upon the of the - in this case 

.. .,c,nr,,·t'! through maintenance of "diverse. healthy and productive coastal 

ecosystems". This is phrase "the inter-connections ecologi,cal 

integrity. needs and out more clearly in other parts the 

document.49 symbiotic relationship of humans and the environment reflects a 

tter'ent ideological viewpoint contained CE Policy, the narrow 

49 for example, pp. vi and vii. 
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interpretation of "development" means that ......... au alCW)ns are usually seen as having a . 

etrJlmc~nt:al "impact" on the natural environment 50 

Ui:)t4Uli(l.UlLIJ coastal does not seem to have attained of a 

Hl\.i'UU.Ii:)!l.'J'. metaphor, as 

"People read what 

by Shore and Wright. As Project Manager, Glavovic, 

want to read into term. It's not a phrase that on own 

a common un(1er:staJldi1ng. Some people see it as a licence short-term 

Ull\J .... "' ... irresponsible development. may see it as a 14LJlUUii:111:; 

DeJmetrulltmlg an old mode of action. challenge now 

used the term",51 

forward 

awareness and understanding of how 

the concept of "equity within and between n", ... ", .. ~,h clearly I.1UI:'ilU~"lll:i the 

ideologically, relation to the Uli:l,'-'UUJ practice of both 

government lllLvllJIAU.VUC:U environmental movement 

between ... ") - to discussed further The influence 

environmental movement can be seen, not only notion of inter-generational 

responsibility. but also in the of "relationships between humans 

and the inclusion phrase, "in a manner that minimises 

new keyword. 

Ii fe

the the definition 

Im10re:SSlon of positioning 

than one might have 

definition closer to conservationist end spectrum 

and may contribute to the heterogeneity or lack 

coherence in the Green Paper's discourse. 

4.3 Exploring economic argument in the Green Paper 

methodology analysis includes of grammar, 

particular, theme and transitivity (related to ideational meaning) and modality (related to 

is defined as "a textual dIDrlerlSlCln of the grammar of the 

... u.,,,,,,,'" elements are according to their 

mt;ornrlatJlonal prominence" 1992: 178). is usually I.1V;:"1LIVU~U 

sentence or I.Jlii:1!I..l;:"~ ideologically ;;u15u .... ;'''' ....... because it reveals what the 

vu'", ....... takes to be information, and assumes as given for the 

so For example, see Sample d 
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as well (Fairclough, 1992:183). This section will explore thematic structure in a brief 

sample from the CE Policy, to see if any conclusions can be drawn about the text's 

assumptions about the social order or its rhetorical strategies. It will also consider 

whether themes are "marked" i.e. specifically indicated or foregrounded, or 

"unmarked", i.e. assumed to be the first element in the sentence (Fairclough, 1992: 184). 

Samp/eg: 

Our coast is made up of a wide variety of ecosystems. They are the "factories" 

providing benefits to coastal communities and South Africa as a whole. A distinction 

can be made between: 

48 Direct benefits. These are goods that are consumed, such as fish, or that are used, 

such as kelp used in the industrial production offertilizers. Other direct benefits 

include coastal tourism, diamond and titanium mining and timber harvesting. 

48 Indirect benefits. These include the waste absorbing and water purification services 

provided by coastal ecosystems. These serVices provide an indirect but substantial 

cost saving to coastal communities. 

Human activities along the coast are sustained by the services provided by coastal 

ecosystems. The value of coastal ecosystems in meeting basic needs and improving the 

welfare of South Africans is enormous ... 

The total value of coastal ecosystem services is conservatively estimated to be about 

R179 billion per year, which is equivalent to about 37% of South Africa IS Gross 

Domestic Product (R480 billion). (GP,199&8-9) 

The progression of themes can be identified as follows, with implied themes indicated 

in brackets: 

48 "Our coast" 

.. "They" ("ecosystems" = the "factories") 

48 "A distinction" 

48 "Direct benefits" ("these" = "goods") 

51 Infonnal interview with Bruce Glavovic, 1999. 
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• "Other direct benefits" 

• "Indirect benefits" ("these") 

• "These 

• "Human 

• value of coastal ecosystems" and 

• "The value co.ast.aI A" ... "'''''''.''' ...... services". 

The thematic structure here one in which the subject set, i.e. coast 

eC()S)I'Slt:IIHS; followed a statement of what it provides, i.e. direct, direct and 

indirect oelletltS; and an elaboration on this, 

activities. The theme "A distinction" is 

(the sustaining of) human . 

a UU. .... UJlJ; device. With the last two 

themes, the structure moves to a smrurL~f: coastal "',,'U''''''.ATTl., + benefits and = 

value of coastal ecosystems The thematic can thus seen as 

contributing to a rhetorical strategy of argumentation, in which a foundation is built up 

for contention that the coast has a which can be approximated .in economic 

terms. All of the In sample are umnarked, which contributes to their assumed 

status as <Tn.'''''''''' , and shows a '"'v .......... "' .... "''''' by argument be 

acc:enrea by the interpreter. 

This argument, and the use of environmental resource economics to describe 

economic value of the coast, are to the discourse of the Green and are 

revealing on an ideological level. The of environmental 

resources are artificially given a numerical value 79 billion year") so that their 

1t'nnrnrt!:l1'\;"p can be seen alongside other the marketplace ("equivalent to about 

37% of Africa's Domestic Product,,)52. The reason economIC 

and the stress on socio-economic use values, that the authors of the Green 

are attempting to the importance of the coastal environment and its protection to the 

gmrenumml, which must commit resources to the policy. As the 

Findings of the Paper "At the value coastal ecosystems 

as a cornerstone for development is not acknowledged in decision-making" (1998:vi). 

52 The complexity of this concept can be seen in the fact that many readers of the Green 
missed the point about and thought that this meant that coastal and services 
actually make up 37% of GDP. 
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economic angle is an to put the coastal on a par with other 

crucial national resources in which investment is necessary and justified. 

The other ideological 

structure in Sample g. is 

environment. 

of economic argument built up by the thematic 

way beliefs are constructed about humans and the 

value of coastal resources ecosystems in 

..... u; ....... u to their use by n.' "TI'tI~Tt<> stre:sse,d. This with the CE Policy, which 

ascribes an intrinsic vV'~L':U resources. ... "'.1. ... "' ... to question explored 

in Section 4.2 of the <:I'U' .... Il''' ..... (Green Paper) vs. Policy) construction 

of the relationship and the environment. use of the metaphor of 

coastal ecosystems as is ideologically significant, fitting in with the 

economic angle and the on use value. 

infiltration of """'JU""' ..... 'L'" dIISC()Un;e into the Green be related to the' 

marketisation trend retcerrc;~d Chapter 2. ACCQI'dUlIQ to 

promotional or consumer commodification 

"''''''''''""L'''. the spread.of 

the marketisatiori of 

discourse. This means previously ... "'v............ the commercial realm, 

for example the of universities, become u ...... · ... v"""' ...... 'LJOio ... y promotional. This is 

seen as part of a trend discourse becomes a selling and the 

advertising gradually colonises professions and the public service (Fairclough, 

1995:137). This will further in Chapter 

4.4 Exploring transitivity 

A second element which affects·ideational is transitivity. 

According to Fairclough (1 177-180), transitivity concerns types of processes 

which are coded and their elements. "Which type is chosen to ~'I::>""AJ 

a real process may cultural, political or ideological tlCatlCe" (1992: 180). 

Some of the most common 

marks a 

processes (with an 

perception or O'.U ........ LIVU,I. 

of a clause and to ..,v,,,,,,,"",,,,,,,,, 

of processes are processes (where a verb 

processes (where an agent acts a goal), event 

a and (involving cognition, . 

examining transitivity. it is to look for 

effect of the use of voice. A final aSDiect 

of transitivity is the uv'",,., .... .., use of "nominalisation", conversion of processes 
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into nominals, which can a "backgrounding" effect on <>0'.","(,''\1 

causality and of responsibility (Fairclough, 1992:235). 

Transitivity is explored in the following sample from Paper, which de~.cri1bes 

the process of generating public involvement formulating the policy: 

Sampleh: 

extensive process of public participation has been the cornerstone for 

development of this Green Paper. Twenty two Visioning events were held the 

coast in November and December involving 800 people from more than 

organisations. Over 40 regional to discuss policy options were held between 

April and May 1998, involving over 500 people from more than 200 organisations. 

has ongoing consultation by Regional Managers, each of whom direct 

contact with between 400 and 800 Aside from public meetings, the 

Regional Managers have held one-on-one meetings and capacity building sessions with 

over 1000 people from more than 200 organisations. Over 150 written submissions' 

have already received... levels of public participation will be maintained 

utntfH! stages of the programme ... (GP, 1998: iii-iv) 

first to be noted is almost all processes sample are or 

event processes, which creates a sense of a busy and productive, and therefore 

apparently successful, public participation process. IS use of 

nominalisations, including "process of public participation", "visioning events", "on-on

one meetings", "capacity building sessions" "written submissions". nominals 

all to elements of a professionally facilitated public participation process, are 

standard tools in the of the process facilitator. of, for ......... ~ .. u!n ... , 

"capacity building sessions" rather than in which facilitators build the 

capacity of participants to in the policy formulation the 

and 

coastal is to disguise the ...... n .. ' .. u.J (facili tators ) 

the (participants). In the particular case of "capacity building "'''''''",..., ... ''' 

nominalisation glosses over the issue of who is doing the and who is receiving 

it, avoiding any of between facilitator and participant. 
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In many cases, the nominalisation provides a COllVf:me:n shorthand jargon, 

the facilitator asks 

.. In this case, the 

, which stands for 

nmtlclnants to (yPI'lPTllItp their future vision of the 

of mystifying making it 

sound like a n1"I' .. · .. pc~~ which requires specialised nf(neSSlIOnl:U ""vn~_1 

This in relation to the 

in order to run it. 

of discourse 

identified by and discussed further in 

The most striking of transitivity in the sample is use ofthe 

passive arid meetings "were held", consultation "by 

Regional , written submissions have "been 1'",,..·,,, ... ,,,,11 ,levels of participation 

"will be active voice is only used in one - "Regional 

one-on-one meetings ... " The effect voice is to create 

a sense efficient related to the 

nrOices:sas one requiring nr()te:sslccm~ll .I.",,",U."""vu .Public construction 

participation is constructed as a nf(ne:SSlcomu by the. 

emphasis on qu:arUHu;alllon of the process - "over 800 than 200 

. which stresses the scientifically-measurable quantity of participation 

rather than the more nebulous and hard-to-define quality participation53
• 

4.5 Exploring cohesion 

cohesion, as an aspect of textual needs to be distinguished 

of coherence addressed cn;antcer 3 in terms of discursive 

"""'~Jl"''''' v\J'U""Uvu concerns functional relations helwf~en clauses and sentences 

As Fairclough (1992: 

sorts of relation that are up between 

types differ in the 

of cohesion 

favour, differences may be of cultural or .l.u .. 'V.I.\Jlf:.. .... C.I..I. .::>LiS·uu." ............. '" 

which CO.lleSlOn is achieved a text is also of its '''rhetorical 

Section 4.3). (structuring as a mode of argument, narrative etc. -lOu.cm:o 

Cohesion is achieved through ....... "LV •.• '" (e.g. reference, 

S3 The effectiveness of the public participation process is aactressea in Chapter 5. 
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conjunction, addition, variation, comparison) or SOlneunles through explicit 

"surface cohesive markers" (1992: 175-1 

cohesion in a "' ..... UI-'JlV from the Policy, taken from the 

section categories 

defining protected areas on the coast: 

Sample;: 

Protected areas 

co,ast:al zone", about importance of 

Areas not as yet sUI're,Clea to much mG'all'lClmcm human activity. 

which are representative of specific environment types high F",;"'rno,,F' 

values, should be designated as "protected areas ". The protection given to such areas 

will enable them to be zised for assessment of the effects of man:..inducerf4 changes 

more heavily utilized neighbouring areas and they are therefore also useful for. 

educational research order to preserve 

entry into areas controlled 

natural character, public . 

development in them should 

be rigorously discouraged. Special efforts should be n"'~}fp,"f all 

and ecological processes and to maintain the naturalznc,eractl4ons between LV ... .,,, ... 

ecosystems as estuaries. swamps, dunes, beaches, shore and offshore 

areas. " 1989:5) 

The IUrlCtiOn:al relations """"f"UI"'''''" clauses can mam 

clause a statement of what should happen - particular areas should be aesagrtat<::G as 

protected areas. The subordinate clause within sentence is an elalDoralllon on the 

type to be protected, and implies the reason the necessity of protection 

(without explicitly stating next sentence a motivational relation to the first 

Se11ltelllce, as it for terms and 

resc~ar(~h (shown as an reason by The of the 

SerltellCe is an explanation of what protection entails - controlling access and 

development. The subordinate clause of this which has a relation 

to main clause, is by the use only explicit cohesive marker in 

54 "man-induced" contrasts gender-conscious of the Green 
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this sample - conjuntive "In order" (in the sentence order to Tn·f~!:!p.1rvP. 

their natural character, public entry protected areas should be 

controlled ... "). The effect of this marker is to emphasise reason for controlling 

public . providing authority to the injunction to control. final sentence has 

a relation of enhancement to the previous one, as it information what should 

be inside the protected areas to the environment. Cohesion is used here to 

contribute a rhetorical argument. relations are not 

clearly set out, however, effect of the one. 

It can that, the use passive voice throughout 

Sample i, backgrounds the of who has modifYing areas of the coast who 

want into unmodified areas. This can seen in the passive phrases 

"modification by human activity" and "man-induced .......... 0 .... '" , as well as 

nominalised "public 

those who will controlling - through-such ... ", ... "", .. " 

, "should strictly controlled 

"should 

..... "' ... v, .... ""J"' ....... , "should . This depersonalises and simultaneously depoliticises 

the subject of protection and control, by any indication of actual of 

in""'''''',,,,,,,,, between people. The use key "protected has a similar 

.......... 0 effect. 

4.6 Exploring ethos 

of two "'.,., ... "' ... '" of textual which to the mrl;;:rpers;onal Ethos is 

function terms, which will be addressed in remainder 

of this chapter. Fairclough (1992: 67) discusses ethos in relation to conversational 

Qlslcourse for ex~unJ)le. the ethos cre~nea through non-verbal cues in a 

doctor's appointment. Ethos can also be nU/Pv.'r and is 

related to of the construction ofthe and m 

Cherryholmes (1998) SUbjectivity as "how and what we think about 

..... " .. ..,"'1·" .. '" and so is important, 'explains Fairclough (1992:168), "[t]he 

ways in which societies categ()m~e and build identities for members is a 

fundamental "''''1..1'''''''' how power relations are imposed and 

how ",V"'.", •• ,,, ... are retlroldU(~ea 
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In this "'.....,'.nJ .. I will look at two samples from the in which and identity 

an important role, examining the text that assist constructing 

identities and social relationships. This will be done examining two subjects of the 

discourse - the member coastal community and coastal planner. I will then 

on to explore the question of ethos relation to "vision statement" the 

Paper. 

The first ofthe two ....... ul.n ... " from the CE Policy is as foHows: 

Samplej: 

Development and conservation are not mutually exclusive. In fact, well-planned 

development will generally add to the prosperity coastal community. Bad 

development sooner or have a negative effect: beaches which have to 

reclaimed, storm and flood damage, tank overflow in which 

been settled on too high a water table, inadequate storm-water drainage, to name but a 

few. The coastal community has to carry the cost for these: higher rates and taxes, 

higher insurance premiums, disc01ntort discontent ... 

Bearing in mind that your coastal community will ultimately either the benefits or 

pay the price of a development, you should give serious consideration to each new 

proposal before approving it. Local offiCials will often find themselves caught in the 

crossfire "'''''''''b,'''' those want to npl.lPlrln and do not. If your communzty 

del'el(')Dllrzer,rt-strateR.'V based on common goals environmentally 

sound development, it will easier to take .decisions that will have long-term benefit 

for your guidelines will help you to do just (GE, 1991: 7) 

The construction ofthe policy -the 

community" is cited as having to cost" the negative of bad or 

poorly planned development, through "higher rates and and "higher ..,,,,, .... .:I1',£" 

premiums". The is a middle-class homeowner who a material 

m coast through rates, taxes insurance. This is contrast with the 

whose subject is very broad includes poor coastal communities, for example, 

fishing communities those who a from the sea, holiday-
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makers who visit the coast and other South Africans who have never visited 

coast but to so. The the worst ............ ""lU(J that is be suffered by 

Policy's is no more extreme than "dllSCI)mtort' and Ol:SCOifl«mt 

identity subject as middle-class and relatively affluent. 

the second person pronoun , the second paragraph is Q,Ull\,,<U directly at 

municipal official who makes decisions on coastal land-use planning, and him 

(the described as on p.l2) serious consideration to new 

proposal approving effect, this a to turn down 

proposals which be likely to cause environmental damage and to un'L"" ...... "" 

the financial burden on what is referred to as "your coastal community", official is 

thus asked to identify with the interests of the ratepayers, although In 

document (CE, 1991:15) on authorities to undesirable 

subdivisions to rates" (as municipal salaries are linked to rates bases) are 

acknowledged, community of interests of officials and ratepayers will the 

benefits" or the price" sensibly development thus lead to a 

broader rates with no individual rates increases, whereas badly conceived 

development could revenue to rates in order to meet . 

rehabilitation costs. 

a contradictory move, the official is constructed as "caught in the crossfire" between 

pro- anti-development lobbies, suggests even ratepayers not 

ne(;es!;ari.l~ have a of interests. possibility harmony envisaged, 

however, the creation a "development-strategy on common and 

is presented as a tool the 

............. '''''. to inform a strategy to empower him 

to with benefit for your residents". The overall a 

. patronising one - seen most in the statement "these guidelines will help to 

do just that" suggesting that producers text have all answers. Like a 

oaJrent. the official must reproduce ethos in own work. must toughen 

and to say no, as ultimately he, with help ofthe policy, knows what is for 

residents. 
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it is int4ere:stiru:! to Samplej up front belief that "development 

conservation are not mutually exclusive" - a belief apparently common to both 

conservation discourse sustainable development discourse. difference· is that in 

the of the CE this can be as "having conservation does 

mean sacrificing development", whereas message Green discourse 

would be "having development does not mean sacrificing the environment". 

extract a distinction between "well-planned development" and "bad 

development". The value-laden term "bad development" is only possible of 

underlying belief that development is a evil. In sustainable development 

discourse of the Paper, with alternative meaning of the word "development", 

the idea of "bad development" with a effect" would be a contradiction in 

The secc)na sample theCE reinforces above conclusions: 

Samplek: 

cn('llJu,~r has been written mainly for the profeSSional planner working for 

provincial land-use planning nUlfnrJ,,.1flPfl and in metropolitan areas ... 

It is very important that you the guidance of the environmental and conservation 

authorities and consultants as well as academic institutions in area. A list of most 

of these appear in cncrr:Jlf!.1r 13. no,nn,o have trained environmental 

sciences, and will not only save you a lot of time and trouble, but will you 

of mind that right decisions have been taken. 

You should give consideration to proposals by the public and interested parties such as 

private conservation groups, and so forth. These proposals are often a window on the 

t;t;Uf&~,,) and thinking in a particular community. (eE, 1991: 13) 

The cmlPu~r from which Sample k is taken, states explicitly that intended 1S 

provincial I metropolitan planner, and moves directly into the second person 

"'AU,5"'~'1.U to bring its more The tone here is a didactic one -

55 See Section 4.1 for an exception to this. 
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is very important that you ... " and "you should 

the patronising ethos by constructing a subject who 

cannot be trusted to interpret the policy for "U'l"""'U. 

that "environmental conservation authorities 

consideration", contributing to 

advice and guidance. 

,This reinforced by 

consultants as well as academic 

institutions" must be consulted, that consultation "save you a lot of time 

and trouble" provide "peace of mind", 

construction of the planning official also contributes to in the 

discourse the CE policy, as discussed Section 4.4, to portray coastallll<:uU1,!;I;;;JlUI;;;lll 

as a highly specialised scientific practice in which and specialists must playa 

lead The fact that people "have been trained environmental sciences" 

mentioned in order establish their credibility. to mystifY expertise and further 

undermine official may not so trained. Only with input can it 

be ensured that right decisions" have taken. with 

democratic ethos the Paper, all "stakeholders" are constructed as Lal'I...Uil'; 

part in coastal management ""1"1","\..-1",, 

In Sample k, the advice of the public, compared with of the is presented as 

optional far important. By contrast with the explicit instruction "It is very 

important that you solicit the guidance" the the "give 

consideration" to the of the non-expert pUblic. metaphor of a "window" on 

their "feelings thinking" contributes to impression of viewing their opinions 

afar, without necessarily with or any commitment to 

on them. many stakeholders coastal management are summed in an off-hand 

fashion as "the public and interested parties such as private conservation groups, so 

forth", only specific stakeholder sector mentioned is that of "private conservation 

groups", who are probably made up only non-expert members of the intended 

audIence ofthe the private who care about the of 

our 1991 :2) - discussed Chapter 3. The "particular community" whose 

views would be to be rer're~;en[ea by a conservation group would once again 

likely to be an affluent The overall is an one, the value 

S6 I continue to use the male pronoun in reflection of the text. 
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of contributions to coastal mama,gernellt is directly proportion to status and formal 

training, personal ex-,:,en.em;e or 

The Green 

subject 

by contrast, a democratic and inclusive ethos, constructs the 

different way, as can be seen in "''''('·1"11'1 ..... entitled .... u,'''' .. f1'' a vision 

for our 

Sample I: 

You are requested to make comments on this proposed national vision. on your 

feedback, a final national vision statement will be prepared, discussed and agreed upon. 

Proposed National 

We celebrate the diversity and richness of our coast and seek an eU,UUC:.l,u£e balance of 

opportunities and benefits throughout our coast. 

We a coast in which is a balance material prosperity, social 

the South 

Africans. 

We strive for a time when all South Africans feel that the coast is ours to enjoy in a 

spirit 

We look forward to a time all South n ........ nM responsibility for the health and 

sustainability of our coast in a spirit of stewardship and caring. 

We to the management of the coast·in a that benefits current and foture 

generations, and honours our obligations and undertakings from to 

(GP: 1998:84-85) 

As with prevIous "''''''"Ull'.,,,, the CE Policy, 

U'U~VHCU vision". 

second person 

ethos 

is used 

created 

statement that by as 

this is a "proposed" ....... ""A"A"".,' •• echoed in the "''''''''UV'U title "Towards", subject of the 

policy constructed here is active participant the policy formulation process, who 
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an VAL,,,,-V''''!'; reSpOltlSll,1l1ty to provide "feedback" and to help shape final policy. 

addition, policy SIalenlleru itself contains a construction social relationship 

between coastal 

earlier definitions 

in fact, "all South (even broader than 

live and work the coast"). The use of the pronoun 

"we" in VISIOn attempts to construct a community of shared interests, and 

contributes to the inclusive ethos of the discourse. phrase of COltnntlUIut} 

takes the social relationship even further to one of comradeship. 

notion a "balance between material prosperity, social development, 

spiritual fulfilment and ecological integrity, the of all South , the 

coastal stakeholder (i.e. the South African) is constructed as an economic, social and 

spiritual who also has an interest (in both senses) in environment. In addition 

to the stakeholder's to balance and equity, however, the stakeholder/citizen 

duties. stakeholder responsibility, provides guidance for coastal 

management, generations and fulfils global Overall, the 

text sample illustrates the attempt on the part of the text producers;; which mayor 

not be to draw together and unify all the participants the This 

a ""u,'uu ..... neutralising 

which potential conflicts 

to the ...... u .... o.v from the CE Policy discussed in Section 4.5, 

interests are hidden or denied. 

4.7 Exploring modality 

The aspect of textual analysis to considered as part of the inner layer 

Fairclough's three-dimensional framework is "modality", a second contributing factor 

to interpersonal Modality can described as of with a 

proposition expressed by its producer. This of a~finity is most commonly seen 

the use modal auxiliary verb e.g. 'must" or "could", but can also be indicated by 

.",n,.",,,,, modal adverbs , "obviously"), hedges "sort of') or 
jj 

intonation patterns in (Fairclough, 158). Modality be subjective, 

"I think x is y", or objective, e.g. "X y" (1992:159). relations are sometimes 

indicated by objective modality, which whose perspective is 

some the text producer chooses their modality, sometimes 

"particular modality practices are imposed upon,those who draw particular 

discourse types" 1992: 1 62). 
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a sample each of polices in which modality is a 

prominent feature. Sample m is from a on from 

the section of the CE on "Dunes": 

Samplem: 

9. Control mining and excavation on dunes 

9.1 Surface is an extreme form of dune utilization which destroys the 

vegetative cover and the form and content of dunes. It is that the, 

utmost care be taken in selecting areas dune mining may take place. 

Continuing and objective monitoring of primary secondary impacts must be 

of the mining process. mining company should bear the cost of 

engaging properly qualified impartial to undertake this monitoring,' and, 

should contractually committed to immediately rectifY any negative lmz,acrs 

9.2 Pristine or unspoilt dune ecosystem areas should used last. Areas already 

modified should be used first, that is those under sugar-cane, pines or gums ',' 

which are most 

Sand removal and mining be confined to areas more than 

one pronounced dune occurs ... , with exploitation limited to the most 

landward range. 

9.4 The foredune range from the to the first at its landward base 

should given full protection, is no exploitation should be permitted on 

single dune range sectors. 

9.5 ' After any excavation or extraction the surface should regraded if necessary, 

and reclaimed with vegetation... care must taken not to smother or 

pollute vleis or other water resources. (CE, 1991, 49-50) 

The ........ '"''''''''''' in the sample show a high /'tA,,,"""'.A of a,LA.JlL""" by the text producers 

with their statements. This can be seen modality features, "It essential", 

be part", "should the cost", "should be contractually committed", "should 

"should confined", "should full protection", "should be regraded" and "care 

must be . Affinity indicated through the auxiliary "should and 
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must", and statement "It is essential", Almost aU the guidelines shown as 

objective, with no indication that there be different on them. The only 

statement which affinity is deliberately weakened is statement, "Ideally, 

uuu,u"b cl:>mlPaIllY should the • which uses the modal adverb "ideally" to 

acknowledge this may politically and / or practically unrealistic. 

This the affect of positioning the ideologically closer to the interests of the 

mmmg company some environmental activists prefer, 

Sample n from also """'U1" a high of affinity of text producers 

with statements. sample comes from section of the Green Paper which outlines 

a set of and Objectives" for coastal management. Goals Al and A2 fall under the 

scan of the 

Paper, 

National Heritage, address of public access to the coast. A 

raised re"~lOltlaJ workshops, reported in 6 of Green 

concern about a number astlec1ts of access -limitations on physical 

access to areas of the coast owned private developers,· conservation bodies, uuuU"E. 

concerns and military; "limited access to resources" "historically 

disadvantaged communities" 1998:50) and related difficulties experienced by 

disadvantaged communities in of coastal economic activity, e.g .. U""tHUlE. 

tourism. 

Samplen: 

GOAL AI: PHYSICAL ACCESS 

To ensure that the public has the right of physical access to the sea and to and along 

the sea-shore, on a managed basis 

Objective Ai. . Opportunities for public access shall be provided at identified, 

appropriate coastallocations46 
... 

Objective . Where lI"nn!lI"lflTP public access shall managed to minimise 

adverse impacts and to resolve incompatible uses47
.,. 
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GOAL A2: EQUITABLE ACCESS 

To ensure that the public has the right of equitable access to the opportunities 

benefits of the coast, on a managed basis 

Objective A2.1: vv ........ "'. resources shall allocated used in a manner that 

and just, with particular attention given to the of disadvantaged cor.nmlilnijties 

III Particular attention be given to the needs of disadvantaged communities 

groups (e.g., women) in the allocation and use of coastal resources. 

III The interests of future generations shall be protected. 

III Economic, ecological, financial, cultural and administrative considerations shall be 

taken into account. 

III The diversity, health and productivity of coastal ecosystems shall be maintained. 

III shall to coastal-dependent uses. 

• A range of beneficial uses be maintained .. 

• Options for sequential use of resources shall be retained. 

• User rights shall not be granted in perpetuity. 

Footnotes: 

46 Debate has arisen about this issue oeC;'UUI,e m-nvlfrfi.",a 

objectives military objectives} Dr the constitutional 

access can at times cDlrtli.ct with f~trt:,tpdrir 

to protect private property interests (e.g. 

landowners}. The lies in the access with other interests and 

rights. 

47 Debate arises about this issue because uncontrolled public access can have .,on·"h,,,o impacts on 

coastal resources, and mana~rem!ent controls are sometimes needed to place restrictions on public access. 

48 The notion to particular user groups is to debate. Disadvantaged 

communities deserve preferential treatment as a result of past discriminatory practices. But, in practice, 

it can be difficult to such communities, and it can also be to ascertain the appropriate 

extent of prejerential treatment, and to decide who should bear the cost of such treatment. 

(GP, 1998:89-90) 

Modality is primarily indicated this sample by the use of the modal auxiliary 

"shall". is a direct result ofthe genre of explicit policy sta1ternlent:s, which usually 

contain an ..... OJ'LL .. ' ...... as "shaH", or "will" to express intention and 

by policy.:.makers. The strong ael2:ree of affinity suggested by use of 
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the "shall" throughout Al however, is somewhat weakened by 

other features of the features is the use of the -.f'>~FA"A,","'''' 

throughout - agent not inspire confidence in the ,...,."",,,,r that 

noble wiUactually be fulfilled. 

addition, there is a amount in the content of the policy statel1tleIlts. 

Goal Al reflects the belief that the public should have access to the coast, but 

this by adding condition a managed basis". goal further qualified by 

objective .1, which commits policy-makers only providing access 

"identified, appropriate coastal locations". Footnote 46 the source of this 

weakness - full access is not the of certain coastal landowners, the 

military private' Their are in euphemistic terms -

"strategic" reasons to 

11"1t#· .. .,.C·t,," to profit motive. The policy treads a fine "balancing the need 

public access with other interests and . The use of footnotes is an interesting 

device, which contributes to overall modality of the text by anticipating 

forestalling or softening potential objections sectors intended audience, 

showing that views are at least ac~::nOWH::Q~:eQ. 

A similar debate around Objective Al acknowledged in footnote which refers to 

"management controls" and "restrictions" in to acknowledge the possible views of 

another sector of the intended not likely to support unfettered access - the 

conservation lobby. The objective introduces a qualification to overall goal in 

of an en'vlf()mne11t-cie,'el(mrnellt balance, which recommends access "managed" 

to "minimise adverse impacts" on environment - interestingly 

than "avoided". concept "incompatible to 

acknowledge the possible ,",V,lJCLU,", of interests "' ... 1,.":r&."' .... for example, private 

and those seeking full access. In both footnotes the ag<::ntJess phrases 

UlIJU'CU,", arises" and have 

difference, of avoiding IJV".u.,111j;;. any fingers at 

effect, 

Anthropologist Apthorpe (in and Wright, 1997: 

acknowledging 

In 

notes policy discourse 

usually involves presenting exemplary positions which are projected as "what 

known', as well as what 'stands to . According to Apthorpe, statements 
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are usually plain and clear, and are "most unlikely to said to OetJeIllO a weighing of 

positions and evidence, 

the use of footnotes in 

bargaining, drastic exclusions and the like". sense, 

acknowledging existing and potential 

differences of opinion stakeholders can be seen as unusual and significant 

tenns policy's overall modality. As Apthorpe points out, "[t]he plainer ... or the 

Cle;lrrelr.. a is painted, the more it is driven by evasion and disguise". Green 

ans.par'ent than a Paper, by ambivalence and heterogeneity, is more 

policy document normally be expected to be. 

Goal A2 also has a "on a managed basis'- time In relation to access to 

"opportunities benefits", rather physical access. The of Objective 

A2.1 is interest use of such nebulous concepts such as 

"equitable access", "the needs of disadvantaged communities and groups", "the 

generations", and "beneficial uses", of which it would difficult, ifnot 

impossible, to get on a definition of, and many of which would be likely to 

clash with each other. This is acknowledged in footnote 48 in specifically to the 

notion of "disadvantaged communities" admits while "[d]isadvantaged 

communities preferential treatment", this is a political impossibility shown in 

the phrases, to , "difficult to the appropriate and "who 

should the cost". 

This contributes further to weakening of the apparently strong modality though 

qualifications, and acknowledgement opinion. This can be seen as 

either a strength or a weakness of the Green On the one hand, the transparency of 

the may be seen as contributing to democracy and 

...... r'i"p'~C! of fonnulating a final policy. the hand, seen 

as falling the trap of avoiding making difficult choices or any 

cOlrnnlitrneIlt. As an environmental consultant providing feedback on the paper 

commented: a nutshell the Paper so seems only to done the bits 

of theoretical and philosophical 'motherhood apple-pie' statements." According to 

Glavovic, "this is an accusation one could make, but the fact is we have gone 

implementation steps and made explicit statements about things what parastatals 

should do, issues· of ownership etc. takes it beyond a broad overarching level 

that one can read anything . The real test the policy's effectiveness, 
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Glavovic, "will 

occur at local 

implementation - "'VJ<~,"J.J"'~'" and debates 

The next chapter with the final outer layer three-dimensional 

social practice, and it to what has been dUicovelred about text and 

practice in this and previous chapter. 

to 
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Chapter 

Analysing social practice and coastal 
management policy 

analysing the outennost level of Fairclough's "three amllenlSlonal framework"

nnlctlce. the objective is to specify "the nature of the ..,v"' ......... n .... +.'.~ of which the 

..... ","v ... ,."'..., practice57 is a part, which is the basis for eXIHalmnlg 

as it is, and the effects ofthe discourse practice on 

(Fairclough, 1992:237). In other words, the relationship between QISCOUISe and, 

is a dialectical one, with each influencing the 

an of the "social matrix of discourse" - looking at 

Ins1tan(~e of discourse practice stands with to 

a reproducing or transtonmrlg 

IHv,IY.U'i;i., l\.'V,I,I,.UU::' at the ideological and political ",n".,..t., 

relations and social "of"" ... h""''''' 

thus addresses the research question "How do 

documents reproduce or transfonn broader social 

an answer to the overarching research question 

\.<Vi11loli11 management policies of the Council for the 

of Environmental Affairs and Tourism be "',...,."'" .... h,,"1 

.. .,."" .. n,an of the two 

to draw 

In 

the 

with broad areas of social practice and examines their vlGUVl1"Ul 

change in the two policies - the environmental m()veme~nt. 20'ilenament 

-uu ....... 1L.!". and coastal management. I will also draw on the Ul\.lUIJ1,1::> and 

about the development of expert systems. 

Shifts in the environmental movement 

rOrll1ll~nt;a1 discourse between two UVl,lvl\;;,,,_ 

LViWl\;;,,U for the Environment policy to 

to be understood in In 
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the environmental movement and in environmental ."'",.,." .. ,,,"" The modem 

environmental movement, 

mainly with problems 

in the United States in the 1960s58 concerned itself 

"'LaliJ.ll~ to pollution and oVler-~:'JxrHOl of the natural 

environment. Throughout the 1970s, solutions to environmental problems "were often 

centred on presex:vation and conservation areas which had not yet been 

developed (wilderness nature reserves and parks)" 1998:7). 

Following world oil crises of the 1970s, attention shifted to the conservation and 

management of natural resources including "''''''''I"OU and water. The World Conservation 

Strategy (WCS) of 1980 called conservation, defined as "the mlllnage]nem of human 

use of the biosphere so that it may yield sustainable benefit to present 

getlerlitl01nS, while maintaining potential to meet needs aspirations of future 

generations" (IUCNIUNEPIWWF, 1980). We have seen Chapter 4 the CE 

Policy explicitly draws on this definition, an example of manifest intertextuality . 

In 1980s .... .., .... ,'1". wealth gap between nations and the. evident failure of 

Western "development aid" to about meaningful change in developing 

countries, led to growing calls from developing countries and from fora 

broader approach to conservation that recognises human development needs. For many 

poorer countries, industrialisation its ..... ,,.,u"" ...... en'vir()nrneIltal 

as preferable to continued poverty and underdevelopment. Indira 

in fact, seen 

summed up 

these views when she said "Of all the pollutants we face, the worst is poverty. We want 

more development." 

resDollse to these the Nations appointed the Bruntland Commission, 

which published Our Common 1987, introducing the concept 

development" . concept has been much debated subsequently, with some arguing 

that it implies continued economic growth, which can definition not be 

environmentally sustainable. led to use of the term "sustainable living" in 

1990 follow-up to theWCS, Caring/or the Earth. The relationship 

environment and development was further explored at the '>..In"."" ... Nations Conference 

57 The term "discourse is used here as throughout the to mean the "'_ .. _._. orac:t1ce 
of particular institutions, org;anizati.ons and societies in relation to discourse. 
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on Environment and Development (UNCED) in Rio de in 1992, which produced 

Agenda 21, an plan for sustainable which was adopted by over 170 

governments. The 

Preamble to Agenda 21 : 

of sustainable development can seen clearly in the 

iUIJoarnty stands a defining moment history .. are confronted with a 

perpetuation of disparities between and within nations, a worsening 

ill health and illiteracy. and continuing deterioration of the P('(l~V~TPtn'" 

on we depend for our well-being. However, integration of environment 

development concerns and attention to them will lead to the fulfilment of 

"'""", ....... improVed living standards for all, protected managed 

ecosystems and a safer, more prosperous ........ "'" .... No nation can achieve this on its 

own; but together we can In a for sustainable development" 

(DEAT. 1998:4) 

Shifts in South African environmentalism 

The history of conservation in South Africabefore the 19902 was one in which 

ideology dominated. According to Cock (in Cock and Koch (eds), 1992:1), 

"conservation often sree:ariaea human rights and dignity:The establishment of 

many reserves meant social dislocation and many local .... "'''' ....... ''' who 

lost land, grazing water rights, and were dumped in resettlement areas with no 

infrastructure. Apartheid-era practices these forced removals, and the denial 

access by black people to recreation facilities, including the coast, revealed extent to 

which environmental and political were bound up with each other. In the 1 

anti-apartheid activists pointed out the of high-profile govermilent-sponsored 

carnOCllJ;U.l:S to ...... " •• ""1 ..... "'. "'''' ........ ''0 ... '''''" ........ 'u ..... ",.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.like the black rhino, while children 

starved in the "homelands" (Cock Koch, 1992:2). 

For the generally ou .. ;, .... "', ... white population, with a growing environmental 

consciousness, conservation of remaining natural areas became an important goal in the 

1970s and 80s. the majority of black denied access to fundamental u ................ .. 

58 Often to the publication in 1962 of The Silent Spring, which criticised the 
manufacture and use of the ~('mlnm"!'11(1 
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rights, environmental issues were at best seen as a luxury. According to the South 

African movement in the 1990s "such obstacles to its 

growth as apathy and hostility on part blacks" (Khan, 1). 

The international towards a sustainable development approach in 

environmental movement, which occurred the mid-1980s, had an uneven impact in 

South Africa. On the one hand, environmentally-orientated non-governmental 

organisations (NGOs) with a more progressive perspective, as Earthlife Africa 

the Soweto-based National Environmental Awareness Campaign, started to emerge. 

organisations took on board a people-centred to environmental issues 

challenged state and big business. In the context of political 

uprisings in the mid;.. to late-1980s, or~~anlSaltlOIlS these, together with organised 

labour and affected communities, waged grassroots .... fO!"."'''' _I::>~'UA~", for ex~unl)le, 

dumping of hazardous waste v ... " . .uu;:;. conditions in the chemical and 

in townships (Cock and 1992:9-12). 

On the other hand, international shifts in environmental thinking were slow in filtering 

to of Environmental Affairs. According to ........ u .• !=. et al., 

(unpublished: 1 0) "the preservationist was a major influence on 

formulation of South African national environmental policy throughout the 1980s." 

Adopting a more truly people-centred approach to environmental was also 

realistically possible the start of negotiations for a future political settlement in 

the early 1990s, following release of political prisoners and the unbanning ofthe 

ANC. With the dismantling of apartheid structures and ideology the elections for a 

new government in 1994, the way was opened a new approach by 

government to environmental management, one which was more in with 

international trends which would with the new ANC government's 

policy and Development 

It can thus be seen that the in the discourse practice of environmental 

....... r.up1mp·nT internationally had an impact on the development of an emerging 

environmental movement within society, but was able to a significant 

influence on government's approach to environmental within the 

COIlstr'aInts of apartheid and After the 1994 elections, and 
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est:atll:lshlmelrlt of a new Constitution enshrining the rights of all South +'0-.,...,. .... " to a 

VUlu",.n, and to have the environment protected, the way for 

state and civil society in the development 

l\,;i~ . .1"U:UU..i'll in a wide range of areas. This included a broad consultative process n .. ".UUJll::. 

to a White Paper on Environmental in South 

to Lotz, the international shift towards sustainable 

Africa since 1994 as "a range of new policies Introdlucinsz 

and solutions towards sustainable rt""""'I,,. ..... ' ..... 

(Lotz, unpublished: 10). 

It would also be possible also to trace the In 

practice of the environmental movement in 

the 1990s, the growth of public emnroinmlen1:al 

emen~:em~e of radical environmental organisations like the 

"'1"""",..\,.11'" ... 0' Forum have undoubtedly had an impact on 

elopment discourse, but an exploration ofthis beyond 

now look briefly at the two coastal management policies 

social practice of environmental management in South 

have 

bounds 

Coastal management policy and the environmental movement 

In 

The Policy was initiated in 1989, in the context of major 

of the environmental movement. the Council for 

in the 

Environment and the 

government, however, the context continued to 

the consciousness of the individuals involved 

by apartheid, both 

.1I.,"U"'l1 the ideology guiding 

government practice. It is of note that the CE 

conservation from the World Conservation ...: ...... "' .. ""rn 

on definition of 

1980, but stopped short of 

Bruntland Commission's 1987 corlCelC)( .... U.U;U.lj, ... development. 

.... "' .... ,,, ..... "" can be seen in the influence of the political context on 

also quoted in 
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Sample a: 

In setting out basic principles for a South must not be lost of 

that must made for special perceptions various groups 

of our population that 

purposes. (CE, 1989:2) 

live in the zone or want to use it for recreational 

influence of social practice on discourse 1J1Q."'~1\_'" can be seen 

"special perceptions" 

<:!o1"\~lrtl1''''rt discourse in 

"various QT()UtIS population" . 

cOIlcent of 

part of the 

different "racial ....... "", .... ," have distinct needs 

perceptions. Given that relationship between and social practice is a 

dialectical one, it is l1~I.,I.i"~'CU' also to look at the 1111jLU~111"''';; of the" " .. " .. ""I on social 

nractlc:e. Overall, the CE 

transforming social 

appears to have played a role of reproducing 

"" .... ", ......... This can be seen in ans:en{~e of a people-centred 

<:!o1"\1'\1"n'OIi"h in the policy, to socio-economic or the 

than 

of disadvantaged In addition, individualist and elitist approach » 

to production and distribution of the policy do not to have made any contribution 

to transforming the social of policy or coastal In 

Africa. According Prof.> Deon Retief, who was a member of the COlnmlltt(;~e 

drafted the policy was because it took a 

'tolt)-dloVlffi" approach to involve even provincial authorities, would 

to implement it, in formulation. 59 

next sample is 

,..",., ... "'..; in Chapter 3: 

Findings" section Green Paper, and 

Our coast is a rich national heritage that provides enormous benefits to the of 

South Africa. It offers many opportunities for fo,ture economic and social development, 

particularly in under-developed areas of our country. 1998:vi} 

"""LA,,,.'''' shows that 

ans,tormatloln, much 

Paper is 

reflected in 

a period of rapid and 

sornetlmc;:s ambiguous construction of 

"sustainable coastal development" as the aim of the policy. A combination of factors 
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from the realm of social practice influenced the production of the Green 

tacitOI·S· include history perceptions environmentalism by the majority 

of Africa's population, the growing strength conservation I environment 

lobby, onthe new government to poverty, unemployment and the 

provision of basic needs. The "rich national and "opportunities 

social and economic development" are ofthe theme socio-economic 

derived from coast, which tuns throughout policy. The to 

"under-developed areas of our coUntry" locates the discourse 

lrOlrnnem of reconstruction and development in South Africa. 

the broader policy 

The ofthe influences discussed above is that the policy of the ANC-Ied 

gO'iler:rnnent on environment to tread a line between promoting ",~+", .... f"n"" 

en'vif()tlI1t1erltal conservation on the one hand, and promoting the of development 

which can to job creation and economic growth, on the other. As shown Chapter 

the Green a delicate act between the conservationist agenda 

of many the participants in the policy fonnulation for scientific 

community, environmental NGOs many of the government ~A'.'''''''''W 

coastal management different levels, and the development I growth of the 

ANC-Ied Ministry, the the trade unions and civic organisations; 

Because of these complexities, the influence of the discourse of the Green Paper on 

broader social practice a more ambiguous one. The Paper can read as either 

ultimately reproducing or transfonning social practice of coastal management, as· 

can be seen in Chapter 3 the different interpretations policy constructed by 

On balance, however, the to a pro-development seems 

to have been achieved successfully, as in the acceptance of the policy by sectors 

which could characterised as pro-development, and the perception by some 

pro':conservation lobby that the policy may even gone too far in this direction. 

In comparison with environmental policy and legislation brought out under the 

new government, example, White on Environmental Management 

Biodiversity Conservation, the Paper far more clearly orientated towards socio-

S9 Informal interview with Prof. Deon 1999. 
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economic development. Glavovic believes that the Green Paper has more 

successful a balance between development than 

recent policies, orientated one way or the other: has more 

effectively integrated diverse things than any other policy I'm 

aware of,60. In "'UA .... U;'O firmly away conservation and onto a 

sustainable development ~.F.''''U~'''' the Paper has to have a transformative 

on the social practice of environmental management South Africa, 

this can only ultimately tested in the implementation of the policy. 

5.2 Shifts in government policy-making 

The influence of the discourse practice of the the Envir~[)mneltlt and the 

Coastal Policy Progrannne on the social practice of policy-

making and versa needs to be seen in relation to the discursive practice employed 

by each - the production, distribution consumption of the as discussed 

Chapter 3. Essentially, the Council for the Environment followed an exclusive and 

elitist approach in the Policy. The Committee for Coastal and Marine 

Systems "consisted mainly and It was clearly not 

representative, of a wide of disciplines, sectors or citizens" (Fielding et al., 

unpublished: 18-19). Only a few individuals commented on the policy during 

drafting, and it was published as a/ait accompli. 

in the context of the social practice of apartheid. By 

is not surprising, when conSlOelreo 

very nature, the apartheid 

go'{entlID,ent £, .. "."''t~.n "a 'closed' government were 

made behind closed doors, with transparency or public involvement, and little 

justification given for decisions" (Fielding et al. unpublished: 18). 

The Green Paper, by COltltr:ast, was formulated through a self-consciously inclusive and 

participatory involving consultants in ~ng an extensive nation-wide 

... n .......... process over a period of more a implications of the 

professional facilitation of the public participation process be discussed below. For 

the time, ordinary people from a broad of sectors were as 

"stakeholders" in coastal ml:ma.gelment and were called on to participate "',..r·I·"~1 

60 Int1DmllaJ interview with Bruce Glavovic, 1999. 
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· 
shaping a new policy. Project Manager, recalls an incident a workshop in 

Port which a woman who belonged to a community-based organisation 

stood up to of her and gratification at being included in the "She 

said they'd never of themselves as stakeholders.· The history was one where 

had excluded, even they lived within a kilometre ofthe coast. the 

reality, she said, was that they were indeed coastal stakeholders.,,61· . 

The Green Paper policy fonnulation has clearly been influenced by the context 

of new democratically-elected government. 1994, the process of producing· 

national policy documents under the new government has usually involved extensive 

consultation processes co-ordinated by government departments through parliamentary 

portfolio committees, sometimes with as~ast.an(:e of extra-government bodies such as 

the Policy Committee / or consultants, such as consultancy involved 

the Coastal Paper. There should not, however, an assumption this 

will as shown below. 

The distinction between exclusive policy fonnulation nrc)Cel'iS of the Policy and 

the inclusive process of the Green can also be seen relation to Bernstein's 

theory about the significance changes in the of "framing" of pedagogic 

pr()cesse:s. Framing to the controls on communication within categories or 

discourses, "who controls what" tenns of the 

pacing, associated with a discourse (Bernstein, 1996: 19-28). It is . 

possible to interpret the shift in discursive practice between the two policies as a shift 

a a According to Bernstein, changes the strength of 

classification or analysed tenns of whose interests they in. 

appears to have been a shift towards incorporating the in~erests of 

coastal ;)~aJ:\.\,;iJ:lVlU\,;il previously excluded South shift 

. could, however, be seen as operating in government's interests a policy 

with public involvement is likely to be better supported and more 

implementable. 

61 Informal interview with Bruce Glavovic, 1999. 
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It is interesting remind of Bernstein's that "[w]here framing is weak, 

acquirer has more apparent control. .. over the communication and base" 

(Bernstein, 1996:27). openness of the public· one can 

question to which stakeholders had ..... ' ..... LUAC,.U." ... control over My discussion 

of consumption Paper Chapter 3 noted less educated coastal 

communities were not able to '"''''',0'''1''>''' directly with policy-making and 

tended not move beyond opportunity provided by workshops to increase 

own of coastal mamagelneJnt Issues. 

An exception to is recalled by Project Manager, Glavovic, in to 

a workshop (in Zulu) traditional structures rural Mbazwane 

Manguze on KwaZulu-Natal North coast, meeting was steeped in 

ceremony and issues and at every how people sat, to 

who came they spoke, how they spoke We made an but it a 

meeting of those people about issues. So we were not just a bunch of scientists 

professionals talking to people, but actually ~reating a discussion about the 

use .62 In stakeholders had a high degree control 

over communication, i.e. there was genuinely framing. community 

rra4illuons enabled despite participants' probable lack of formal education. 

In general, Glavovic feels although the formulation pnJI,,;t;:s::, can be seen as 

more successful generating broad public involvement than most policy 

of this and complexity, the process could have gone significantly 

further: process has more than People are now 

more informed and more but I'm not. sure that their to contribute to the 

discussion has built".63 In this sense, the degree of control which stakeholders 

over policy can be seen as uneven, on the . 

degree education, or social of workshop participants. 

62 

63 
Infonnal interview with Bruce 
Infonnal interview with Bruce 

1999. 
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The development of public participation in South Africa 

concept participation" or "citizen participation" is a one in 

developed nations today, with large of government bodies, non-governmental 

. organisations businesses involved in managing public participation 

processes in a of activities - including environmental impact local 

and regional plans, development projects, policy-making delivery of services. 

As Gilpin comments, "[t]hat governments were elected to and should to 

govern without public 'interference' has tended to countries. 

ue:mC)CfliCV IS nClreasm.gl) seen as a continuous and dynamic process which 

governments carry ... H',UUO,'''' responsibility but only with the most careful public 

scrutiny" 1995 

the late 1960s, as the extent of public participation has increased, particularly 

the Canada United the of public 

participation practitioners international professional bodies volume of academic 

study of public participation have rapidly. has to the 

where, the 1990s, is now concern in these that citizens becoming 

alienated 

(Shore and 

an increasingly remote and commercialized policy-making Dr()Ce:S5 

1997:3). 

In South Africa a few public involvement exercises attempted in the 1970s 1980sin 

metropolitan areas failed, because of the absence of in the overall 

political power structures of the country64. negotiations on political and 

socio-economic issues late 1980s developed in 1990s into more extensive 

facilitation of public consultation particularly growing field of 

environmental un .. , ....... assessment. This has since the democratic 

elections. to Shandler, (unpublished: 1): 

1990s have ........ "''''''''_ .... an intense level of public involvement in South 

African policy making, and development processes. Contrasting 

in 1999 with 1989 indicates a sea in the scale and character of 

participatory activity. transition authoritarianism to democracy has 
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carned it a surge of .n'l'.", .. ",,,,'I' and n .... 'nn,'llu",.",,,..,,,, for the active involvement of 

civil society in both public and private processes." 

this COflte:x:t, the market for facilitation of public participation grown and its 

Ufacm:e has increasingly professionalised. influence of overseas practice 

become more evident language South Africa, 

example, "stakeholders", of issues" processes" . 

Today, public participation features on the "o'""U,"''''' of most ~U'Vt::I:IllIllt::nl-W 

plannIng, policy and development projects. processes are run by 

en!:uneer'S. planners, or development facilitators, there is 

also a O1"~n'"lnn body of specialist public 65 

At same time, un""""""",. points to an apparently contradictory tendency 

government policy-making of an trend towards centralisation by 

ANC government, together with an assumption the democratic of 

parliamentarians as policy-makers is sufficient to that the tn[(~res;ts of the 

people will be fairly represented. Shandler (following Marais, trend 

relation burgeoning society during 1980s of 

struggle, their involvement policy in preparation new 

go'ver:rnnent between and 1994, and subsequent decline after the elections, as 

their became increasingly unclear and in the of a 

democratically elected government. Gelb (unpublished: 16-17) critical of an 

<>""."'''' ..... nt current by to take ' involvement in formulation 

less Such involvement, he is essential'for the "consolidation of 

democracy" which "needs 

relations between state and ~~_._~] 

,state itself, into arena of "'''U'1F'''' 

. Gelb suggests linkages civil society 

threatening to interests they "the imperative for the 

executive to be subjected uncertainty". perception confirmed, case of 

the formulation of coastal management policy, by Glavovic, who that certain 

gmrerJrunent officials ,and politicians do not appear to an "understanding that 

64 

65 
D. personal conrnntmicaticln, 1998 
The growth participation will be considered later in this chapter as an 
example of the systems" in tenns. 
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partnership means letting giving and responsibility" and who "seem to be 

going into an anti-participatory, centralist, statist mode".66 

5.3 Shifts in coastal management 

International coastal m:::maR;elnem analysts Meltzer and Ngoile A~¥A"L.LJ three types 

of coastal management programmes practised internationally - the are "enhanced 

sectoral management" pr()gramme:s, which focus on a single sector or topic, tourism 

or mSlllaJgernerlt. The second type are ·coasI:al 

programmes, whose goals correspond closely to those 

programmes: 

Policy_ 

"typically include multi-sectoral planning and "'5~"'''~'V'' focused the 

and needs of narrow, geographically ae.llllteatiea, stretches of 

cosLstlllne. They to order to the development process so as to: 

• avoid and construction mistakes 

• development away from ""." ......... ecological, cultural or high hazard areas 

• minimize adverse environmental impacts of development; and 

• reduce foreseeable use conflicts et al., unpublished:6) 

Green Paper can be seen as advocating third type, "integrated coastal 

mallla:gernelrlt" programmes, 

66 

"",++.< .. .,. consider an expanded coastal geographic unit or ecosystem with the people 

of to create a "vision its , then motivate and catlyze action 

among stakeholders - those with an interest in the area or resources to achieve 

that future. In an ICM process, the renewable resources· 

are managed in an lllttegrale,Q, proactive way to mClLXUll12:e benefits from multiple 

sectors, reduce impacts of one sector on another, and make progress towards 

........... v;'''' development." (Hale et unpublished:6) 

Infonnal interview with Bruce Glavovic, 1999. 
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A shifts in social of coastal management can seen in 

discourse practice Council Environment and that Coastal 

Management Policy Programme. According Glavovic, new policy involves "a 

fundamental shift - a way of thinking about coast, not as a natural but 

tenns of the rel.anC)flS,nrp between nat1ura1 people". 

Four shifts can be identified the Green ..,"' ... ,"' ... - -a towards rec:ogms:mg the 

value as a cornerstone for development; a a 

res:ource:-cc:mtlred approach a one, focused on facilitating sustainable 

coastal development; a shift away from coastal to an 

integrated, holistic approach; and a away a "top-down" regulatory 

,u,u",uU'E,''''U'"''U style to one which is facilitatory, co-operative and flexible. features 

can be seen respectively discourse use ofthe economic theme, the emphasis 

on the new lexical "sustainable coastal broad of the 

policy's and objectives, and inclusive style,ofthe document and policy 

fonnulation process. The intention of the drafters and participants that the discourse 

will a transfonnative effect on the social of coastal management. 

The' extent to which may cannot be but will depend 

on the success of the implementation the eventual policy 

Paper. 

will flow 

Policy can be seen as having a 

ofthe 

Overall, the discourse practice 

reproductive influence on of coastal management in South Africa, . 

within narrow zone mana:gernel1t as 

well as within the bounds of an old-style conservation discourse. The Paper can 

seen as having a potentially transfonnative impact on the field of coastal 

South moving it direction of international trends towards 

Int,egr'ate:d coastal management", whilst it towards sustainable development, 

in line the goals of the newly-elected government. 

67 Project Management Team melnbers, perscmal cornm:urulcation, 1999. 
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Social practice and expert systems 

One further area of the social pr~tice of coastal malIlagelne:m is·worth noting is 

and development management as a field academic 1'"".:,""\'.:1,,.,.. 

professional practice. The growth of this is described in the Paper itself. as 

follows: 

Samplec: 

As long as people have lived at the coast and resources, there has been some 

form management. Traditional societies that depend on coastal resources . 

had management systems that have often sustained coastal 

and resources for But societies, particularly in more recent 

coastal management efforts 

provides. 

not able to sustain the benefits that the coast 

The term "coastal " came into common use with the implementation of the 

United states Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. The Act recognised that a 

sectoral management approach, focusing on individual resources or 

activities 

needed. The 

as transport, was not working. A new coastal management approach was 

TI"""'U7DrI "'''''''''''.nl states with incentives to prepare and implement 

integrated plans focused on Seti!:Clj';U of national local slf!.'m1'tct:./nce. 

then, the concept of coastal management been refined and it has been applied to 

many different situations in countries around the world. 1998:20) 

Sample c above a good illustration of a trend by sociologists like Giddens. \ 

of the development of . According to Giddens, the dynamism of 

modernity. period of history from the 

be attributed to three interconnected factors: the separation of 

development of "disembedding mechanisms" the 

until 

and space, the 

appropriation 

can 

knowledge" (Giddens, 1992:53). modem period, he \'.:I1'crnpc has characterised 

by "dis embedding mechanisms". in which relations have been across 

large distances, and many areas of social activity previously managed by 

people themselves have placed in the hands , in whom ordinary people 

must trust. acceleration of this the 20th century described Sample 
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about "the elaborate management of "traditional societies" being 

AvL.'Aa~,vu by "a new coastal management approach" which professionals and experts, 

outsiders to coas,tal communities, play an increasingly important role. 

A can be drawn here between Giddens's of "expert systems" and 

tracing ofthe development of "governmentality" and "bio-power" - based 

on an alliance between the structures of power, which has, in the 

two "brought life and its mechanisms realm of explicit calculations 

and knowledge/power an oftrahsformation of human life (Foucault, 

1980:143). (quoted Spiegel et unpublished: 1) follows In 

arguing that ofthe has produced modem subjects who are not 

only,dependent on professionals [satisfaction their needs, but also ordered into 

wGJ.1U'''''' (cities, health and educational economies that can governed by 

state planning." 

The of the new "industries" of both public participation facilitation coastal 

management, in South around the can seen as an of the 

development of expert systems. This trend can also be seen as part of the reflexive 

appropriation ofknowledge, in which, as Giddens (1992:53) says, production 

(stc:~rruitlC knowledge about social De(~OIlneS integral to '"'" ...... ,m reproduction, rolling 

life away the of tradition". 

concept reflexive appropriation is to the 1990s 

of the "technologisation" discourse, identified by Fairclough. Technologisation 

research upon discourse redesigning discourse training people 

use new discourse 1992:239), can be seen as a "form 

down intervention to change discursive practices68 and restructure hegemonies within 

of discourse" (Fairclough, 1995:87). professional facilitation ofpubHc 

participation 1)f()ce:ss€~s can seen as a particular example ofthe technologisation 

discourse. Facilitation involves the application of in manipUlating 

and people's responses to it, which a key aspect oftechnologisation. 

68 Fairclough here is "discursive pra,ctlc,es in his 1995 sense, i.i:. to refer to general Lll""vUo-'",," 

, to discourse. The term here not refer to the middle of the three-dimensional 
framework, as I have used it, as arrcloul~n uses it in his 1992 work.' 
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Fairclough notes that tecbnologisation is not always a bureaucratic or HU ...... O .... 

which change is imposed on others from above. Tecbnologisation can be 

used "in pursuit from below", for example, through teaching of "critical 

language awareness" in schools (Fairc1ough,1992:239). In a way, Giddens notes 

that do not necessarily involve only a one-way process of "des killing" 

by or technical specialists. "Specialist information," Giddens, part 

reflexivity of modernity, is constantly reappropriated by lay actors" (Giddens, 

1991 This is supported to an extent by the in the policy formulation 

processes employed the Policy and the the Green Paper 

process, a wider of people were involved in commenting on and to 

shape policy and future management despite the increasing 

professionalisation of coastal management. 

Coastal management and recontextualisation of knowledge 

emerg;en(~e of coastal management as both a with its own 

discourse, as a field of practice, can be seen in Bernstein's terms as an of 

"regionalization ofknowledge" - by a "recontextualization of singulars" 

(Bernstein, 1996:23). In the case of coastal the of topography, 

hydrodynamics, geochemistry, sedimentology, biology, geography, 

en'fif()I1l1r1erltal "'''' ... n.''''' .... urban planning, economics, sociology69 and others were ........... <T".r! 

m 1980s into a new academic internationally. Regionalisation a 

weakening of classification (as discussed in Chapter 2), as the boundaries between 

individual down. 

According to Bernstein, it is important to understand how and why recontextualisation 

the classification becomes we must have an understanding of the 

recontextualizing principles which construct the new discourses and ideological bias 

that such recontextualizing" (Bernstein,1996:24). recontextualising 

principle in of coastal management as a field seems to the 

construction of the coastal zone as a distinct area, with particular and unique features, 

69 Some like environmental science and urban """'''''''''''6' are 
themselves, in a sense. 
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requiring targeted management and expertise. The study of coastal management is a 

typical product of region ali sat ion, in that it forms "the interface between the field of the 

production of knowledge and any field of practice" (Bernstein, 1996:23). Bernstein also 

refers to this process of knowledge becoming increasingly orientated towardspractical 

fields as the "technologizing ofknowledge".70 

A significant aspect ofthe recontextualisation of coastal management policy in South 

Africa is its broadening and reorientation to involve social sciences, including 

economics. As shown in Chapter 2, this can be related to the trend identified by 

Fairclough of "marketisation" - the penetration of promotional discourses into areas 

previously unaffected by them. A final aspect of the recontextualisation process is the' 

broadening of both policy formulation processes and of coastal management itselfto 

include ordinary people. This can be seen as a weakening of internal-external 

classification, comparable with Bernstein's model of weak classification, in which 

"boundaries are permeable" and "communications from the outside are less controlled" 

(Bernstein, 1996:24-25). This is in contrast With the exclusive, elitist and strongly 

framed approach to both policy fOi'mulation and coastal management in the CE Policy. 

The final chapter will draw together the fmdings of Chapters 2-4, and make an 

assessment of the effectiveness of the methodology of critical discourse analysis in 

relation to my topic. 

70 As distinct from Fairclough's use of the term "teclmologization of discourse" to refer to use of 
research on discourse to redesign discourse practices and train people to use new discourse 
practices. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

has explored discourse in the formulation coastal ... "' ...... ,5"' ... "'J,U 

policy in South Africa, has discourse shifts between the coastal management 

IJv""'n,,,,, of the Council for the Environment and Department of Environmental 

Affairs at three different levels - the texts themselves, discursive 

practice and the social practice of which they part. I will provide a 

summary of the conclusions on my questions, and will an ' 

assessment usefulness of applying discourse to the study of my 

topic. , 

Answering the research questions 

terms the major shift between two coastal management 

policies been a d.lscOllfse of the CE Policy to one of 

sustainable development in Paper. discourse shift partly relates to shifts 

the international environmental movement, but also changes in political 

and policy Africa. The of the conservation discourse can 

be seen in the emphasis on maintaining coastal resources ecosystems in as 

unspoiled a condition as possible and the emphasis on limiting physical development in 

coastal zone. sustainable development is signalled by a greater 

emphasis on actively promoting (in a sense of socio-economic 

development), and the importance of managing coastal resources such a way 

can continue to provide socio-economic benefits and development opportunities. 

In addition to this discourse it can be noted that, while discourses of natural 

lanrutllg are Policy. the Green 

is strongly influenced by social science discourses. particularly an economic 

discourse. is reflected the shift from an emphasis the Policy on 

ecological value of coastal resources to a stress the Paper on 

economic and use value of coastal resources. presence ofthe economics discourse 
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has been linked to the "marketisation" trend identified by Fairclough, and can be 

",n.I,nu.AU,,"'U by need to sell the importance ofthe coast to ANG .. led government. 

This is counter-balanced by the need to sell the development aspects of the Green 

to the environmental lobby, through an emphasis on the economic of 

coastal poverty unemployment and the of socio-economic 

development opportunities. 

In relation to the of text production, and consumption, the policy 

formulation process of the CE Policy can be described as following a exclusive or 

elitist approach, conducted by and experts from the government 

pn:>IeSSl!omU communities, with little input from sectors of society. The 

formulation Paper, on other hand, was to be inclusive, 

and actively encouraged participation by sectors business, labour, non-

governmental organisations, community-based organisations, and 

bodies, politicians and officials at all levels. democratic discourse of 

Green Paper constructs individuals all sectors as coastal managers, with 

an equal right to participate in shaping the policy. shift from an elitist approach to a 

more and one can also be explained in relation to the coming to 

power of South Africa's government, though a continued 

inclusive approach to government policy-making cannot be 

A study of the interpretation or consumption of Green revealed a .. nB,u .... ~ ...... u. 

degree of ambiguity, unlike the relatively coherent Policy. The bulk of the 

Policy is taken by practical about management of various coastal land 

forms through engineering. planning and management techniques. its portrayal 

of coastal management as a reliable, scientific practice with concrete, physical goals in a 

distinct limited area "coastal of the CE Policy is 

projected as a coherent whole. on the other hand, has a much higher 

of ambiguity, which can be seen through detailed textual analysis, ambiguous 

....... ,A""'", of "development" and • and in policy statements which are 

hedged with conditions or are so as to have little meaning. ambiguity can 

be seen through differing interpretations of the policy its thrust by 

n=-... ·,,"+ sectors of its audience. 
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Comments by ... "'lllf1""rC 

between environment and 

............. ""'.u readings of the attempted balance 

elopmlent in the Green Paper - a few reading the u<;ua.u\".,;; 

as skewed in favour of environment, but more it as skewed favour of 

development. Given the shifts between the two policies, a of ambiguity 

In Paper is to be expected. Fairclough (1992:96~97) says that discourse 

change "forms of transgression, crossing as orders of discourse are 

rearticulated, and "leaves traces in texts in the of the co-occurrence of 

contradictory or .inconsistent elements". 

construction of social identity the Council for the 'lronm.em Policy to 

be seen in relation to the projected audience of professional coastal The 

policy purports to be, teaching new planning and management of 

development in the coastal zone, but simultaneously sends out a that ordinary 

coastal for example, municipal planners and engineers, must not attempt to 

undertake coastal management without consulting the identity 

which is created is thus one of a committed, cautious and humble coastal manager, who 

relies on specialist advice. The secondary social identity created the policy is that 

the concerned, middle class property owner, who must do their bit by protecting 

"community" not allowing further development which would damage sensitive 

coastal ecosystems. 

The Paper a more complex multi-faceted subject, although 

"stakeholders" is used to create a of unity. social identity ofthe stakeholder 

is the socially and environmentally responsible South African citizen. The citizen is 

also an active critical, supportive, participant the policy formulation nr()ce:ss. 

who acquires new skills through participation in "capacity building" events. of 

different nteroreta1tiorls ofthe policy, however, seem that the stakeholder 

body is not homogeneous. This is echoed in presence ambiguous or 

contradictory features heterogeneity in the Paper, which attempt to address 

the concerns of constituencies with widely differing views. 

The most important difference between the two policies in of they way in which 

they construct knowledge and is related to the different weighting given 

to the natural environment and that given to human socio-economic development. 
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Although both discourses are around a notion of balance between two, 

the conservation discourse of the CE Policy is ultimately weighted in of the 

natural environment, promotes a belief in importance of conserving natural 

resources their own sake. The sustainable development discourse of the Green 

while to construct a balance through notion of "sustainable coastal 

development", can be as ultimately weighted towards socio~economic 

development, promoting the belief that well-being of human beings is ultimately 

what is at In .lU,U""SU,lS or protecting the environment. 

Overall, Paper policy formulation process can be seen as contributing to 

traJns~omr1ation of social in terms of an emphasis on sustainable development 

government policy. an inclusive approach to policy formulation and a shift in coastal 

mana~~emlent to become more integrated and CE Policy, on the other 

hand, can be seen as largely reproductive of existing social practice relation to these 

factors - maintaining an emphasis on conservation, an approach to policy 

formulation a approach to management emphasising the 

biophysical. Both policy formulation processes can be seen as reproducing 

"expert systems" of professional coastal management and of public 

participation as discussed by Giddens others. The coastal 

management can also seen as a new "region" of knowledge in terms. 

Assessing the methodology 

Fairclough's three-dimensional framework critical discourse analysis has 

proved to a useful means for analysing discourse change the coastal management 

policy in South over the The combination of detailed exploration of 

texts, with consideration of their relationship to other discourses and broader social 

lJu.,v.n""". was a useful way the policy understanding the 

U .. n.A'U"'<::'L""'" Df()Ce:ssc:s at work within them, as well as significant shifts between the 

two policies. use of detailed textual analysis, while new to me and a challenging 

task, proved effective in assisting me to draw about construction of 

and social the discourses analysed. 
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I feel that the methodology of critical discourse indeed me 

"excavating the prescriptive and normative assumptions underlie [the] 

policies" and Wright, 1997:i). In particular, has 

revealed complexities contradictions in the Green of which I was not initially 

aware. This has helped me to see beneath the discourse within I am 

currently working, hopefully, as Bourdieu puts "[t]o avoid oecommg the object 

of the problems that you take as object". 

The between critical analysis and policy-making work is not always an easy one to 

make. Watson and Wilkinson (1995:8-9) discuss problem faced by 

"'''' .. ''''VAA ...... researchers and the difficult of "how 

to out essentially and discursive realm of understanding 

and into the 'practical' order to The 

'elatiOilship between academia and policy-making can be understood in terms of 

discussion by Gibbons others Scott Cloete et al., 1997:35) of the radical 

"'1l~U1E.''''''' currently in production and of scientific knowledge. 

Gibbons identifies a shift from "mode 1 science", theoretical work originating in 

universities or research institutes that is eventually applied in practice, to "mode 2 

knowledge production", which is directly from an application context, and is 

conducted by a more heterogeneous of researching learning 

organisations, for consultancies, think-tanks, and community-based 

organisations. 

Through my Common Ground Consulting, which can be cn~irac=tell1Se:a as a 

"mode 2 production" organisation, I am the fortunate position of being 

involved directly in practical of policy formulation. Working on thesis 

had an interesting impact on my subsequent involvement with the coastal policy project, 

in particular on my current involvement in drafting a White largely based on the 

material the Paper. aware of the between the old and 

new policies the some of the contradictions within the new 

policy has made me more critically aware unconscious choices and ideological 

assumptions we in the of drafting policy and sharpened my policy 

formulation skills. 
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1.4 COllsC'rvarioll prioriry JrCilS should bL' ldclHified 
:111d de1l1Jrclt(·c1 011 rhe b:'lsis ot' tllL'll' impon:lllcc 
alld rhe degree w which rhcy :nc rhrcJrcllcd by 
development. Are:1s which sholiid be conservcd 
includc pl:1ces of unique 1J1ldsopl: ;md scil:ntific 
or cuirur.'ll sigllifiC:1Ilcl:. 

F:1crors which dctCrlllllle the COllscrv:lt1on 
worrhincss of:11l :He:1 or site includc 
o number of species and the occurrence o f rhrl:J(

ell cd spccies; 
o signif:1nce, in ocher words, Jre rhe ccosystl: I1l S 

concerned :1dequJtcly conserved in other arcas? 
o :1rchJcoiogicd sires; 
o buildings of hisroric:d , :Irchite((ur:tl or ve r

llOCl1br impon.1Ilce; :1I1d 
o could sllch J cOllserv:ltioll site sri mlll:ne COtl

rlS111? 

1.6 1'1'115 should be (ifill ""d illOe , iblc w ith rega rd to 

cOllserv:l.(io ll prtority are:1S and fea {Ures bm fle xi
ble with regard to rh e relllJjlling dClllc1l(s in the 
plan . 

2 . Protect sensitive areas 

2. 1 An inventory o( coasell Iand(orms. visu1 ll y ,'p
pealing iJndsc1pe (eatures and biologic.11 re
sources such 's shel lfish lIeas. (eeding , nd nesting 
areaS (or birds . sho uld be compiled durillg [h e 
early land-use pbnning ""!les . 

2.2 Thc import,l1lcC 01 rill'S!..: IOll drorllls .1nd resources 
and rheir sellsitivi ry to propos L'd l:llld -usL's shol1ld 
recclvc oreful ,1ttellrioll . ])c\'c lop mcllt :llld rec
rcarion shou ld be guided row:lrds less sellsi tivl: 
areas, Jlld acn:~s :llld lise shou ld be rL'stric(cd in 
ellvirolllllent:llly se nsiti ve :lre.1S. 

2 .3 Whc rc ro:tds and J'.11 Iw:l}'s .HC posirio lH.:d immedi 
ately Jdjaccnt to thc sL·:\shore. they n1:ly d:llllagl' 
coasto l resources .1nd :lttracriolls and illterfL'n: 
wir h the n:uural fU llctioning of cO:ls tal bndforms 
(Tillley. 1985) . They JJ1~)' 1lso lcr as b~rriers 

betwccn rhe bnd :l nd rhe SC:l . HO:lds and J':lilw:lys 
should rh ere forc be 10cHed inl:1nd (rolll s(' llsiri vc 
COJs t:l1 bndforms ;l1ld features wh ich cnh:lll cc till' 
coast's :lesrheric and recre.Hioll:l1 appe,l!. Main 
roads ;nd highw,ys shou ld pre(ellbl)' be linked 
to the coast w irh access roads aligned perpcndicu
lar to rhe coast ,1I1d :l long watersheds .n l'ach CoaSt 
si tc _ 

3 . Discourage ribbon 

developrrent 

RIVVOU dCI'c/(lpIIIC/H r('ji:n (0 lillcar dellc'loP"I!.'II' pflrnllcl 10 

the coast Ipil iclt I'l.:f/cas Olll! or 11101"(' of the jC) lI tllflill,l! (11111'(1(

reriHies: ~ 

o vcad~fi·olll piotr al(~I/I:d ill a «lIl(iIlIlOIl~· rUII) (iO aj ro 
providc cadI plot llIill, a sea II/Clll); 

n (olltimwllj ",.b(1/1 SIJ/'c1I11/ ; fi nd 

o all abst'lICl.' (If Wlllpact , It iglltT dl'IIJif)' .Iiml/s {~r del'r/ol'-

Poorly-located railways and roads can restrict access to the coast and damage coastal land forms and allraclions 
Photo: J 0 M Coetzee. 
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1IJ(.'Jlt Willdl (,,)oid .i(CII;( (fllrflcrioll.i (Illd l'IIIJiroJIJJI('II{(lny 

. .;e"sililll' an:a.i. 

/(ibiloll dellciopJJlclI1 is (~/;l.'11 "reIlUl/llre, /11It'(Olltlllli( or illl.:I~ 

ji(il.'tlI f1J Jar (J.i Iltc }In)/';~·;ulI of·'l'/'lIia'., is (tHl{(Tlled (flld (a" 
qui{kly dl.'s rndl.' lile lIarural /(1l1ds{(1fJl.' , it' llic .fcature., fha, 

aflrc1at'd pcup!t.· ill ,he./irj( placc. 5 11c/t dt'I'c/ofJ lII l' lIl ;~. (~/i('l1 

bajcd 011 IHUI;/' l'j ofspeCII/atilll.' pn!/it alld li tH (III Had . 

3. I Undisturbed , reJS shou ld not be developed. (or 
exa mple rhrough reside nt ia l subdi visions, lI mil 
thc extenr to wh ich :ldj,1CCllt or nearby proclaimed 
developmellr (res id ell(ial, illdustri :d , cOlH lllercial. 
and so fo rth) indi c'I[cs a nccd for further de ve lop
mcnt. 

3.2 To diseOllf:lgc subdivisions which ;ue 11l0civared 
by speculative buyi ng .111d Hor by a rea l delll ,l lld 
for plots. towll ship extensio lls alld subdi visiolls 
shollid oll ly be cOllsidered whell : 
o approxillutcly 80% o( the plots or si[es III 

:tdj.1CCllt or Il (":lrby procbimcd devclopllltllr 
Hcas hovc beell developed (dnr is whell rcsi 
denti:.i hOll1L's or buildings for cOlllmercial or 
illdllstri:li purposes 11:Ivc bee]) cons trucred): 

o ~ppro'il""te l y (10% 01" the plots or sites in [he 
proci:lillled cieveJop lll L' 1lt area Inve becll devel
oped wi[hin 5 years o( procilmltion (r"pid 
grow th 1reas). 

3.3 Specul1tive buying should be disCOLJr~gcd by per
mitting the bllyer or a plot [0 pay the r"es per
{;'lining to Ill/delleloped i:lllci for three YCJrs oilly. 
following pllrch:tse. Thcre:'lf(er. the Jver.1ge r:Hes 
pe",illillg to " hOllse in rhe area sholl id be p1id. 
reg,rdless or whe[her [h e plot has beell developed 
or 110[ . Th is 1l1:1y be w:livcd tor crVCIl purchased 
for retiremcn t homcs . 

3,4 Pressures 011 loc:d .1urborities to :lpprove lIlldesir
~ble subdivisions [0 geller.,te ra[es should be 
cOLlllrCrb:li:tl1ccd by kccping down COStS asso
ciared wi th providing se rvices. This 111:'1 y be donc 
by poo ling reSourccs. "rcgioI1Jlizing" scrv ices 
~ Ild ~voiding ribboll developmelH. 

3.5 T hc primary :lllci seco1lditry el1viro nlllenr .:i1 im
pacts or entire proposed slIbdivisions (ill 1dditio ll 
to [he prim,ry physiol1nd ecologiClI impJcr< of 
developmellt at speci(IC sites) shollid be c"crull y 
investigared bctorL' .1pprovillg such subd ivisions. 

4. Concentrate developrrent in 

nodes 

4. 1 Nod,l devclopmCllt indicates a pre(erence (or 
cOmpJC(]ll'SS, hi gher r:t th cr rhan lowcr dcnsities, 
alld [hl' facilitation of shorr, iJter:l1 co nn~ctio ll s 

be(wecn the v:t riety of soci:l l :llld ccono mic :lcrivi
ries interllal (0 rhe sc nJcmcl1 ( :lltd thc recrco rion:ll 
i11Henities ill irs surroundings . 

4 .2 Cognisance should be [akell of the c,'pacity of 
e,ch node to absorb addirional devciopJl1enr. The 

FIGURE 1 Limit devetopment along the coaSllo nodes 
and avoid ribbon developmenl 

grow ing pressures on the coaSt should be dis
persed aJl10ng a 1Illlllber o( places Jccording [0 the 
capacity or eac h pllee [0 absorb theJl1. A pro
cedllfe has been describect by SowJll~n ( I ~H7) (or 
evaluating the sllit~bility or :lppliea[iolls for e,
rcnding reSOrt towns :'I nd exp:'llld in g recrc:l tiollal 
faciliries ill the cOJsr:lJ ZOIlC'. This procedure h;'ls 
been cm pl oyed in :l study 11Ildcf{:'I kcll CO JSSCSS the 
corry ing c:lpJci[y of th e Kromm e 'R iver Estu:lry 
ror recre.1tional Cra r[ (Sowl11Jn Jnd Fugglc. 1~ 8(»). 

4.3 The :lchi cvc1l1cll( of llod:ll developmenr requircs 
co-ordill:l red cO lltributions from th e p!Jllnillg. 
des ign and C'1lvironm cn ral professions ill orner co 
illrcgrJ[c socia l, econo mi c, infrJstrllcHlr:ll. ecol
ogicJ I Jlld ,les rhctic considcrations. In orher 
words , as wi th .111 piJll11 ing, rile 11lultidisciplill:lry 
approach wo rk s best. 

5. Locate developrrent inland 

where possible 

III view of the delnJllds Ill ade 011 the cOJsrJlell\·iroll-
1l1ellt Jnd irs rcsourccs by VJriOllS, o(tell confl icti ng 
IJlld-liscs, shoreline depcndcnt bnd-uscs shou ld bc 
givcn priority over lIses that do nOt depend Oil :l 
coastallocJ rioll . 

Further reading/References 
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tal Management. The Conservation Foundation US 
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Sowman MR, 1987. A plOeedure for assessing recrea tional 
carrying capacity of coastal resOIl areas. Landscape 
and Urban Planning. 14. pp. 331-334. 

Sowman MR and Fuggle RF, 1986. Assessing recreational 
carrying capacity: A case study of the Klomme River 
estuary. South Africa. Journal of Shoreline Management 
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Relevant acts, regulations and guidelines are listed in 
chapter 13. 
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Objects for coastal zone 
management 

Coastal zone management implic..:s the effective con
servation and utilization of the coase as l dynamic 
t;cosysrcm in the interface between the land and {he 
sea. The overall ,lim of CZM is therefore to ensure 

that development in the coastal zone , which shou ld be 

regarded as a common heritage of rhe nJtion , is rcgu
I,ted in such, way as to benefit rhe greatest number of 

people possible, while at the same lime s,fegua rding 

rhe intrinsic ellvironmental fCJrun;s and ecological 
processes of the coast. This implies wise use of lhe 

coast and its resources and encompasses rhe conCept of 

both optin,,1 utilization and prnrection of the coast,l 
ellvironment. 

Effective CZM as outlined above , depends on 

sound, bal.lnced land-use planning and includes COI1-
trolover 

o further subdivision ofland 

a curb::; on indu~tfi ·al dcvclo~m. etH' , public works. or 
infrastructure which cou ld be sited elsewhere and 

a avoidance of practices in rhe catchments, estuaries 
or at sea, which can be deleterious to the proper 
functioning oCthe (oas[;l1 ecosystem . 

Had such an approach been "dopted in rhe past much 

degradation of the coastal zone could ha ve been 
avoidcd . 

Objectives for CZM in South Africa a re 

• integration of conservation principles IntO plan

ning processes for developmenr 

Collapse 01 steep slope immediately in frOnl 01 holiday home under 
construction at "Blue Horizon", Eastern Cape 

4 

() promotion of necessary and desirable devel o p
ment in keeping wirh (he incrinsic environmental 

features and ecological processes within specific 

coastal regions 
() restriction of ecologically harmful develop 

ments and Cllsu ring rhat major developments arc 
concentrated as far as possible at focal g rowth 

poines 
II discouragement Or Strict comrol of development in 

as yer undcve]oped areas, so as to retain the 

coase's na(Ur~li character as far as possible 
<II protection of ecologically scnstive coastal fea

tures such as coastal lakes, lagoons, estuaries, 

dunes, beaches, rocky shores and offshore islands 

ragether with the narurJi processes governing their 

functioning 
II promotion of environmental education co solicit 

general support and volu ntary collaboration in the 

implementation ofCZM procedures 

Implementation and control of CZM procedures are 
complicated by lhe fact that jurisdiction is divided 

amongst many authorities and agencies at all levels of 
government. Effeccive managcmene in rhe coascal 
zone requires co-ordinated jurisdiction over cnvirQn

mcntJI issues and development Jlong the coase. 

According to presen t government policy executive 
functions in CZM arc devolved to provincial and local 
government levels, with the re[ention of policy form

ulation and monitorin g at first-tier governmental le

vels. This will rcqujn: conStant and close communica

tion Jnd co-ordinarion bet wee n JIl responsible author
iti es toget her with clear guidelines for the manage

ment of var ious com ponenrs of the coas ea l 

environment to achieve cohesion of CZM. Pan 2, 
Grll·delilles for coo.Hal-lalld lise, provides such guidciinc.:s. 

Land-use categories 
coastal zone 

in the 

Sound land-use planning IS essential not only from an 

economic poine of view, but also in terms of man y 
measures aimed at ehe pro(ccrion of (he environment. 

Indeed, economics and conservation arc lnu(L)ally 

dep~ndent. Good conservation practice muSt eherefore 

involve itself with a ll types of land -usc fro m the prc
servation of prise inc areas for reference purposes co the 

management of regions subjecrcd to extensive modifi

cation by human activity. This applies as much co 
coastal as to inland areas. Fundamental co land-usc 

phnll\\1g is rhe identification of land-use categories. 

The following arc land-usc categories for the coastal 

ZOne: 

Protected areas 

Areas which have not as yet been subjected to much 
modiflcacion by human acciv ity, which arc represen

tative of specific envi ronment types and which have 

high aesthetic volues, should be designated as "pro
rectcd Jreas". The protecrion given to such areas w ill 

enable them to be uscd for assessment of th e effects of 

man-induced changes in more heavily utilized neigh
bouring areas and they arc therefore also useful for 

educational and reseuch purposes. In order to p re

serve their natural characte r, pub li c entry inro pro
tected areas shou ld be strictly contro lled and develop

ment in them s hould be rigorously discouraged . 

Special efforts should be made to protect all biotic 
features and eco logic~1 processes and ro maintain the 

natural ineeracrions berw~cn coaseal ecosystems such 

as estuarics, swamps, dunes, beaches, rocky shore and 

offshore arcas. 

Recreation areas 

Recreation areas ar~ areas in which the maintenance of 

aesthetic values is of the utmost importance and in 
which (he preserva ti o n of naturJI feawres suitable for 

outdoor recreational activiries such as hiking , swim

mi ng, boating, surfi ng, sunbathing, etc, is a high 

priority. Where resort or ho lida y township develop
ment is contemplated , it lnusr be ensured that such 

development does nor reduce the recreational value of 

the area co ncerned, for example by overloading its 

carrying capacity. Similar considerations should app ly 
to the expansion of existing am ellities. l:kcJuse the 

prolection of natural featu res and ecological processes 

is essential if the above featur es arc ro be maint.amed, 
the application of sound CZM principles is of the 

utmost importance in rhe management of recrcJrion 

areas. 

Natural resource areas 

Two major forms of utilizarion can be identified In 

land-based natural resourn: JreJS, lumely {hose re

lated to forestry and to agriculture . Many coastll lteas 

have been drastically modified by forestr y and agriCld
ture. fn both these economically importJJlt activities 

special Jttention musr therefore be given to 

• water retention properties of soi ls which may Jffect 
run-off Or waror replenishment ill low-lying' lands 

during dry seasons 

• control of driftsands and their erfects 011 sediment 
budgets of estuaries, beaches and dunes 

• water pollution through excessive use of pesticides 
and herbicides 

• eutrophication in esc.uaries and coastal lagoons JS a 
result of excessivc use of fertilize rs 

• maintenance of aesthctic values of landscapes 

Ablution facilities on the bank 01 the Mzimayi River , Natal, de
stroyed by river flood 
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INTRODUCTION 
In order to formu late a Coastal Policy, a co,:,!mon understanding of the 

coastal system needs to be developed. In particular, its boundaries need 

to be defined and the components of the coastal system identified. 

'WHAT- ARE THE BOUNDARIES OF OUR C.OAST? 
In essence, our coast is ma~e up of the land that is affected by bpi ll9 neorto 

the sea and the sea that is affected bX being near to the ' ,nd. Our ,ast is 

thus.a distinct but limited spatia l area that gets its character l1ni Ily ~ c .. ' the 

direct interaction between land and sec . Su rrounding ... is area a' di eet 

interaction are a reas of indirect influence, extending from inland mountain 

catchment areas to the Excl usive Economic Zane and beyond. Our Cfl( st is 'hus 

an area with a landward and 0 seawarrl boun'darv th.. includes 

• Coostol waters , whtch extend from the low wate rmark into the sec , JP 

the point where it is no longer influenced bv land and associate': activities. 

• The coastiine or sea-shore, which is the area between the low and hi~h 

water marks 

• Coastlands, which are inland areas above the high watermark that have ali 

influence on. or are influenced by coastal waters. 

Defining coastal boundaries is a challenge faced by all :ountries developing 

and implementing coastal manogement programmes. Unly a few countries 

define coastal boundaries uniformly throughout the notion {see Table , Instead, 

national coastal poli cies often provide brood guidelines under which province' 

and districts defin-e specific coastal boundaries, depending on their management 

goals. For example. regulatory' programmes usually define a narrow coastal 

zane within wh ich to apply permit procedures. and a la rger area for planning 

purposes. It is generally accepted that multiple definitions 01 the coost , ha L' . 

be used to lulfil different tasks , at 'different spatiol ond time ~(:(lle~ . 

Table 1: Landward and.Seaward Boundaries 
landward boundaries Seaward boundaries 

up to 100m Mean low tide 

100 SOOm 3 nautical miles 

500 1000m 4% 12 nautical miles 21% 
lOkm 10% Edge of continental shelf 2% 

Locol Governm~nt Junsdlction 4% Exclusive Economic Zone 8 ~; 

Watershed 6% Arbitrary offshore distance 17~u 

Varies according [0 Issue 38% Varies according to issue -23% 

Not yet determined 19% Not yet determined lS% 

Other 7% Other 6% 
BtlSC'd on Cicin·Soin and Knecht 1998 
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In South Africa . a range of bo unda ries is appl icable to coa slol lanagemel 

F _: example, in the mid-1980s. an effort was made t ~ introduce _ n" :ian·wide 

permitiing process for development proposals wit'lin I 00" met-es ul th e .high 

water ·mark. fhis effort was su bsequen t',' withdrawn becousc il 'proved lo be 

impract ical and ineffective. The SeQ Shore Ac;;t sl o te~ th o\ the ';tote President 

"awns' !he sea within territorial waters and the sea·shore (betweel the loVJ 

and high wate r marks) on behalf of "Ie people of South Alrica. A num ber of 

other boundary definitions, .lrescribed in J:ious con '/enli an.;, lows, I )Iicies 

( !l Id management practices. are highlighted itt F; .lure 2. 

:E 
::r 
Q .... Figure 2: Coastal Boundaries and Relevant Laws and Conventions _ . 

Itlg~ s.c, 

Lclu",~C [t'Onom~ Zone ~OO nm 
I ..... ~-- ~rohtblte-d l one !:Iel nrn --..) Sto 1 

. "",- CotI!19vQo ' ~ l ODe 2J nu ~ "hor~+--

: """~ Temto~~~~~"() l('f~ ~ I 

->-, 

. jf\10~ v, ~:cr5--I ... -----------.. =- -..... -:1 ~ 
, I' 

lldol \\ O'N~ ond (I,-eor' - - . ' , j I n 
I g 
I 1/1 
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Table 6: Key Elements of the Regional Vision Statements 
REGION ELEMENlS OF THE VISION (continuedl 

BORDER·KEI Basic needs being met, human rights being g .... aranteed and "environment viendly" people who ore empowered and 

Wo see ... knowledgeable about the (oost 

A booming tourism indus.try and development initiatives berlofiting different communities ond interest groups 
Appropriate infrastructu re and development being encouraged but conttolled 

Abundant cOQstClI and mari ne resources being used sustainobly to the benefit of local commun ities 

A common coas\a l management policy for the whole country o~d more human and financial resources being allocated to 
coastal manogement 

Cleor responsibiliti es of outhorities for i",!plementing lows and regulation,s 
Better relationships between outhorili.es ond interested and affected parties 

Legislation that i.s cleo; and enforceable and communities being involved in design. implementation and monitoring of laws 

WILD COAST Access to land ownership rights and a restored ond affective lond administration .system 

We see ... Development. access to business opportunities and the orea continuing to attract touristS 

PhysiCQI development taking place within a legal. framework and better land-use plans addressing housing. infrastructure. 

ogricult4Jre and job creation 

Biodi,,-,ersity being conserved and degraded land being rehabilitated 

El'lYironmental. education being tought in schools and cammunities 

Social development and environmentally conscious community members who octively participate in programmes 

HIBISCUS Well planned coastol development thot benefits local communities 

We see .. , Future developments including functional racilities. a harbour and airport. as well as ho,:,sing. indust ry and tourism 

A ttuiving coastal tourism and recreation destination. with good occess and facilities 

Healthy and intact natural systems. well managed marine rturves and conservation areas. and gre-en belts extending olong 

the coo,t 
A pollu tion.free environmef't and degraded orcas being rehabilitated 

Natural re50urces being used on a sustainable basi,s 

DURBAN METRO • Basic need5 being met. dean and safe beaches and approp riate occess to the coast fo r all 

We .ee ... A prosperou5 coastal city with a balance between economic activitie.s. and the environment 

Well planned development that doe5 not compromise the natural environment and rich biodiversity of the region 

Protected key natural fectures and g,een ·corridof$" extending throughout the region. and cleon, clear rivers from 50urce 

to sea 

Environmentally aware people participating in coostol activities 

EHecti'Je institutional arrangements ond mechanisml • 
LOWER ruGELAI • Equitable access to re.sources and opportunities, and educoted and informed people 

DOLPH IN A decent quolity of life and employment opportunitie, for ollcoo,tol r.,ident> 
Weaee ... Appropriate spotial planning cnd planning of infrastructure. such as nodal resident'ial and tourism dev~lopment 

Impacts 011 the environment ~ein9 controlled, regulatl~ns being effectively administered and pollution being minimised 

The special and unique character and natural heritage of the coo.st being retained 

Environments thot are sofe. well managed and conserved. and degraded a reas being rehabilitated 

People participating together to secure sustainable use of resources 

Effective. full) capacitated o!ld integrated administrations and Government institutions 

ZULULAND Access to the CO(Ist a~d appropriate focilitios for all socio-econamic groups 

W~.ee ... Co-ordinoted development and conservotion activities and acti,,-,e public participation in decision ...... or.ing 

A regional plan thot promdtes a balance between industrial. residential. to urism, mining and conservotion acti",ities (where 

development is subject to "eight restrictions. nodol in nature and set bod:. from the beach) 

The importance and protection of the natural environment being recognised as a prioriry by all 

MAPlJTAlAND Communities wit" access to natural resources, education focilities and the economic opportunities of lh~ region, such 

We see ... as tourism 

A society that is non-rocipl. crim@ free and empowered. where there is fr~edom of sPeech and mOl/amont and trodit.ional 

values and cultures are respected and preserved 

land claims being effectively resolved 

An econ.omy based on 0 thriving tourism industl)'* stimulating de"'alopment ond el'!'lpowerment f?r locol communities, and 

providing infrastructure and faci1 ities. while promoting sustainable development 

A cleon and ecologically sound environment tnot enjoys effective pmrection 

•. The Greot.r St Lucia Wetlond Pori< being dedored 0 World Heritoge Site 
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Figure 11: Namaqualand 

NORTHERN CAPE PROVINCE 
The Northern Cope provincial boundaries define the exte"t of the Namaqualand 
coastal r1!g ion. 

Namaqualand 
The Namaqualand coastni region is a virtually uninhabited desert. It stretches 

390 km from the Orange River mouth, an the border h~w(e'e[1 South AfriGa and 

Namibia, to the boundary or the Northern Cape and 'Nestern CQpe PrQvinc;es. 

Rainfo ll is low (less than 100 mm onnually). Strong southerly winds cause upwelling 

of cold, nutrient-rich, deep wjJtel that maintains extensive beds of aquatic plants, 

such as kelp, It also supports valucble fisheries including hoke, pilchnrd and 

anchllVY, as'well os large seal, sea·bird, rack lobster, mussel and limpet populations. 

There or' relatively few species, but these often occur in very high densities. 

There are no significant bays on this straight coast. Sandy shores 'comprise 30% 

of the coastline, while rocky ~hores comprise the remaining 70%. Only lhe Orange 

ond Olifonts rivers flow year·round and the only wetland of note is' the Oranoe 

River estuary at Alexander Bay, which has international importance and recognition 
as 0 Ramsar site. 

The region is characterised by sandy soils that support sparse, scrubby strandveld 

v~getation, ~hich is well adapted to extreme temperatures Gnd limited moisture, 

but is sensitive to disturbance. Agricultural potential is poor. but the unusual 

succulent vegetation ondonnua l wild flower display are important assets of 

the region 




